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ABSTRACT 

Sustainability is a globally prominent guideline in policy-making and 

planning, with cities currently leading the way by pursuing sustainability 

transitions locally. The urban transportation sector is no exception in this 

regard. Urban transportation sustainability (UTS) pursues accessible, 

affordable, safe, and just mobility, efficient operations and investments, and 

lower levels of emissions, pollution, resource use, and other environmental 

impacts. Such a system requires long-term commitment to policies alongside 

wide and cooperative collaboration between diverse actors within 

municipalities, as well as between their surrounding regions and the national 

level. 

While sustainability promotes a tri-dimensional approach that addresses 

environmental, social, and economic aspects together, local applications have 

been found to mostly focus on environmental and efficiency-related issues. 

The simultaneously marginalised social aspects of sustainability tend to be the 

most relevant to local citizens, as they touch upon the diverse perceptions, 

experiences, needs, and vulnerabilities of the population. If sustainability is 

narrowly conceptualised, it likely leads to a narrower set of measures selected 

and implemented as a solution, as well as potentially limited indicator use 

when monitoring these measures locally. Together, they affect the urban 

context that is created as a result of policy-making and planning. Thus, critical 

exploration of the links between conceptualisation, operationalisation, and 

realisation of UTS is needed.  

This thesis directly addresses the space between concept and practice that has 

been overlooked in transportation policy research and is in need of connecting. 

Specifically, the following two-fold research question is posed: RQ1 (A) How 

is UTS conceptualised and operationalised in municipal policy-making and 

planning, and (B) in what ways does (A) affect the realisation of sustainability 

in cities? An integrative analytical framework is applied to analyse the journey 

of UTS from an idea to a reality through the stages of the policy cycle. This 

thesis presents an interdisciplinary policy analysis that is rooted in empiricism 

and realism. It draws from environmental social sciences, geography, policy 

studies, and urban planning to cover each step of the policy cycle, to utilise 

diverse datasets and mixed methods, as well as to incorporate viewpoints from 

academia, municipal policy-makers and planners, and citizens. The 

viewpoints are synthesised as integrated perspectives to answer the research 

question reliably and broadly. 

The data consists of academic research articles that focus on UTS assessments 

(Paper I), municipal policy-maker and planner interviews that focus on 

political agenda formation (Paper II), and household car ownership statistics 

that focus on different types of carlessness (Paper III). Mixed methods are 

applied to both data collection and analysis. The methods consist of a 
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systematic review, semi-structured interviews, thematic analysis, and 

statistical analysis. Local cases representative of the Nordics (Helsinki, 

Finland; Oslo, Norway; Stockholm, Sweden) are utilised. 

The key findings reveal that UTS in practice is most prominently framed 

through climate change and carbon emissions. Despite this politically 

established direction, car travel presents a significant challenge to UTS 

realities even though current policies strongly address emissions. 

Furthermore, the UTS focus throughout the policy cycle is on the quantitative 

and easily measured emissions, traffic volumes, and accidents. The limited 

UTS coverage is guided by politics and begins in the agenda setting phase, 

carries onto the measure selection and implementation phase, and finally onto 

the monitoring phase, producing an application of UTS that marginalises 

many social and qualitative aspects. The narrow monitoring of UTS then loops 

back to problem definition and agenda setting. Academic assessments display 

the same disregard towards diverse and comprehensive indicator and data 

use, and display minimal efforts to broaden their approaches to sustainability 

to produce more conclusive results. A vicious circle that does not fully account 

for sustainability as a concept nor as a reality is thus created. 

The notion of accounting for social equity and planning for the most 

vulnerable is largely missing from current practices, yet it presents a reality to 

many citizens as empirically detected in Paper III. UTS ought to be broadly 

framed throughout the policy cycle to diversely understand and sensitively 

include different citizen realities, vulnerability, and other aspects of 

sustainability into the policy-making and planning processes. This thesis 

empirically demonstrates that while on the surface UTS appears to be 

advancing – regarding political agendas, solution implementation, and 

evaluations – a critical in-depth analysis of its conceptualisation, 

operationalisation, and realisation reveals major issues and further 

implications in sustainability coverage and sensitivity. Currently, UTS is 

mainly advanced within the existing system and practices, and no significant 

changes in decision-making and planning (including assessments) are visible. 

The narrow view on sustainability is applied in practice throughout the policy 

cycle and round again, disregarding the purpose and comprehensiveness of 

the UTS paradigm, as well as the complex citizen realities. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Kaupungit ovat omaksuneet johtavan aseman kestävän kehityksen 

toimenpiteiden käyttöönotossa ja kestävyysmuutosten tavoittelemisessa 

paikallisesti. Tämä koskettaa myös kaupunkien liikennejärjestelmiä. Kestävä 

kaupunkiliikenne viittaa liikennejärjestelmään, joka takaa jokaiselle 

turvallisen, edullisen ja yhdenvertaisen saavutettavuuden samalla kun 

järjestelmän tuottamia ympäristöpäästöjä ja muita -vaikutuksia saadaan 

pienennettyä. Lisäksi järjestelmä on resurssitehokas ja taloudellisesti toimiva, 

mutta vaatii pitkän tähtäimen politiikkaa ja suunnittelua sekä yhteistyötä ja 

integrointia monien toimijoiden ja hallintotasojen välillä. 

Edellä linjatusta ekologisen, sosiaalisen ja taloudellisen kestävyyden 

huomioivasta kestävän kaupunkiliikenteen määritelmästä huolimatta siihen 

nojaavat paikallisen tason käytännön toimet nostavat useimmiten ekologisen 

kestävyyden ja tehokkuuden keskiöön. Samalla monet sosiaaliset osatekijät 

jäävät huomiotta, vaikka ne kuvaavatkin juuri paikalliselle väestölle 

tärkeimpiä liikkumiseen vaikuttavia tekijöitä. Vaillinainen kestävyyden 

kehystäminen johtaa myös todennäköisesti kapeampaan 

toimenpidevalikoimaan ja -seurantaan. Kestävyyden käsitteellistämistä, 

käyttöönottoa ja näiden tuloksena rakentuvaa kaupunkia tulee tarkastella 

kriittisesti suhteessa toisiinsa. 

Tämä väitöskirja tutkii kyseistä tilaa kestävyyden konseptin ja käytännön 

välissä paikallisessa päätöksenteossa ja suunnittelussa. Kaksiosainen 

tutkimuskysymys RQ1 pureutuu ensin siihen, (A) miten kestävä 

kaupunkiliikenne on käsitteellistetty ja otettu käyttöön paikallisessa 

päätöksenteossa ja suunnittelussa, ja toiseksi siihen, (B) millä tavoin A 

vaikuttaa kestävyyden havainnollistumiseen kaupungeissa. Tutkimuksessa 

käytetty analyyttinen viitekehys yhdistää idean ja konkretian välisen polun 

päätöksentekoprosessin eri vaiheiden kanssa. Väitöskirja edustaa empirismiä 

ja realismia sekä yhteiskuntatieteellistä ympäristötutkimusta. Lisäksi se 

ammentaa tieteellisesti maantieteestä, politiikan tutkimuksesta sekä 

kaupunkisuunnittelusta, ja esittää näin ollen monitieteisen 

politiikananalyysin. Siksi väitöskirjassa on voitu monipuolisesti kattaa 

päätöksentekoprosessin eri vaiheet, hyödyntää erilaisia aineistoja ja metodeja 

sekä sisällyttää monimuotoisia näkökulmia osaksi tutkimusta. Sisällytetyt 

näkökulmat edustavat tutkijoita, kunnallispoliitikkoja ja suunnittelijoita sekä 

kaupunkilaisia. Eri näkökulmat syntetisoidaan suhteessa toisiinsa, mikä 

tuottaa uudenlaisia, monipuolisia ja integroituja perspektiivejä vastaukseksi 

asetettuun tutkimuskysymykseen. 

Käytetty aineisto koostuu akateemisista artikkeleista keskittyen 

kestävyysarviointeihin (Artikkeli I), haastatteluista kunnallisten poliitikkojen 

ja suunnittelijoiden kanssa keskittyen päätöksentekoon (Artikkeli II), ja 

kotitalouksien autonomistajuutta käsittelevistä tilastoaineistoista keskittyen 
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kaupunkilaisten erityyppiseen autottomuuteen (Artikkeli III). Metodeina 

käytetään moninaisesti systemaattista kirjallisuuskatsausta ja laadullista 

sisällönanalyysia, haastattelua ja teema-analyysiä sekä integroitua 

tilastoanalyysia. Kohdekaupungit edustavat kolmea pohjoismaista 

pääkaupunkia – Helsinkiä (Suomi), Osloa (Norja) ja Tukholmaa (Ruotsi). 

Väitöskirjan empiiriset havainnot paljastavat, että kestävyys kehystetään ja 

käsitteellistetään voimakkaimmin hiilidioksidipäästöjen ja 

ilmastonmuutoksen kautta. Kyseisestä poliittisesti asetetusta ja selvästä 

suuntauksesta huolimatta autojen ja autoliikenteen hallinta osoittautuu 

ongelmalliseksi kohdekaupungeissa. Lisäksi päätöksentekoprosessin 

läpileikkaava fokus kohdentuu määrällisiin ja siten helposti mitattaviin 

kestävyyden osatekijöihin, kuten liikennemääriin, päästöihin ja 

onnettomuuksiin. Samanaikaisesti monet sosiaaliset ja laadulliset tekijät 

jäävät huomiotta. Kestävyyden osatekijöiden kapea-alainen huomiointi 

linkittyy politiikkaan, sillä asetettu poliittinen agenda valjastaa sitä seuraavan 

päätöksenteon ja suunnittelutyön toimenpiteet, sekä niiden seurannan, osaksi 

vain osittain käsitteellistetyn kestävyyden jatkumoa. Sama osittainen 

kestävyyden käsitteellistäminen ja operationalisointi ovat havaittavissa 

akateemisissa kestävyysarvioissa, jotka ovat suuresti puutteellisen datan ja 

typistetyn indikaattorivalikoiman ohjattavissa. Arviointitulokset eivät täten 

tarjoa luotettavaa tai kattavaa kuvaa kokonaisvaltaisesta kestävyydestä. 

Tilanne luo noidankehän, jossa vaillinainen käsitteellistäminen aiheuttaa 

vaillinaista operationalisointia ja seurantaa, mikä edelleen validoi kapeaa 

ajatusta kestävyyden käsitteestä.  

Vaillinaisuus ohjaa väistämättä liikennejärjestelmän kehitystä jättäen osia 

kestävyydestä huomiotta niin politiikassa, suunnittelussa kuin seurannassa. 

Empiirisesti havaittu sosiaalisten ja laadullisten osatekijöiden puute 

kohdekaupunkien poliittisessa agendassa sekä arvioinneissa marginalisoi 

muun muassa sosiaalisen yhdenvertaisuuden toteutumista ja suunnittelua 

haavoittuvaisten ehdoilla. Artikkeli III puolestaan havaitsee kyseisten 

teemojen määrittelevän monen kaupunkilaisen todellisuutta. On tärkeää, että 

kestävyys on osa käytäntöä kokonaisvaltaisen kehyksen kautta, jotta 

kaupunkilaisten erilaisia todellisuuksia ja tarpeita sekä muita kestävyyden 

osatekijöitä osattaisiin monipuolisesti ymmärtää ja sisällyttää osaksi 

päätöksentekoa. Tämä väitöskirja havainnollistaa empiirisesti, että vaikka 

pintapuolisesti kaupunkiliikenteen kestävyyttä enenevissä määrin 

huomioidaan ja edistetään päätöksenteossa, kriittinen katsaus pinnan alle 

paljastaa puutteita sen kapeassa käsitteellistämisessä, käyttöönotossa ja 

konkretisoinnissa. Tällä hetkellä kestävyyttä edistetään lähinnä nykyisen 

järjestelmän ja toimintamallien puitteissa, ilman merkittäviä muutoksia 

päätöksentekoprosessin eri vaiheissa. Käytännöissä havaittava kapea ote 

kestävyyteen jättää huomiotta niin kestävyyden tarkoitusperän ja kattavuuden 

kuin kaupunkilaisten kokeman monitahoisen kaupunkiympäristön. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Sustainability promotes environmental soundness, economic prosperity, 

and social justice through sector-specific transitions that together form a 

large-scale transformation (Hölscher, Wittmayer, & Loorbach, 2018; 

Loorbach, Frantzeskaki, & Avelino, 2017). At the heart of this paradigm is also 

resource use that does not compromise the needs of future generations. It 

proposes a prominent global guideline for international, national, and local 

action that was first introduced in 1972 in Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 

1972) and famously outlined in 1987 by the Brundtland Commission 

(Brundtland, 1987) in Our Common Future. The United Nations (UN) Rio 

Summit in 1992 further boosted the broad use of sustainability in global 

environmental governance (Clémençon, 2012; Stevens and Kanie, 2016). 

Currently, Agenda 2030 and the introduction of Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) embody the relevance of sustainability in decision-making and 

planning (United Nations, 2015). Thus, sustainability continues to present a 

highly popular aim for setting goals, objectives, and measures that guide 

sustainability transitions in reality (Christen and Schmidt, 2012; Loorbach, et 

al., 2017; Rinaldi, Giovanardi, & Lucarelli, 2021; Stevens and Kanie, 2016). 

Furthermore, with over half of global population residing in urban areas, cities 

are pursuing leadership roles in the action for sustainability within specific 

sectors – due to locally effective decision-making processes, expertise, and 

willingness to tackle, for example, environmental issues (Affolderbach and 

Schulz, 2017; Bulkeley and Betsill, 2005; Castán Broto, Trencher, Iwaszuk, & 

Westman, 2019; Krause and Hawkins, 2021). 

 

Urban transportation systems are viewed as a necessity for urban 

economic and social development through citizen mobility and the movement 

of goods, thus enabling everyday city functions (Mattsson and Jenelius, 2015; 

Nieuwenhuijsen, Khreis, Verlinghieri, & Rojas-Rueda, 2016). Various 

approaches to understanding transportation activity within this system exist. 

Instead of quantitatively focusing on traffic and motorised transportation 

volumes (Litman, 2003), here, I apply a mobility- and accessibility-

oriented approach. I consider mobility to account for the movement of both 

people and goods, and accessibility to refer to the ability to physically and 

socio-economically reach diverse urban opportunities with ease (Bertolini, le 

Clercq, & Kapoen, 2005) using motorised modes of private and public 

transportation, ride-sharing practices, or non-motorised modes of 

transportation, mainly walking and cycling (Litman, 2003; Nieuwenhuijsen 

and Khreis, 2016).  

Different modes are furthermore perceived as complementary and linked 

to one another. This also promotes an integrated outlook on the transportation 

system that includes intermodality (Litman, 2003) and shifting away from the 
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dominant car-oriented focus that emerged during the last century (Brown, 

Morris, & Taylor, 2009; Newman, Kosonen, & Kenworthy, 2016; Urry, 2004), 

and turning towards citizen-centred mobility, accessibility, and socially 

equitable transport (Banister, 2008; Nieuwenhuijsen and Khreis, 2016). In 

this thesis, sustainable mobility is thus interchangeably used with sustainable 

transportation, as commonly applied within the field (Holden, Gilpin, & 

Banister, 2019). This thesis focuses on urban passenger transportation and on 

how it can be organised sustainably. 

Environmental effects of transportation have become tangible both locally 

and globally. Air pollution from transportation was identified as a problem 

specific to urban areas during the 20th century (with technocratic solutions 

dominating decision-making processes) (Sultana, Salon, & Kuby, 2019). A 

more recent global concern is that transportation accounts for approximately 

one-third of urban greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (C40 cities, 2017). The 

framing of transportation through sustainability emerged in the early 1990s, 

and it was specifically introduced in the European Commission Green Paper 

on the Impact of Transport on the Environment (Holden, Banister, Gössling, 

Gilpin, & Linnerud, 2020; Sultana, et al., 2019). 

Large international organisations, including the UN, the European Union 

(EU), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 

and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), have 

all established concrete guidelines for sustainable transportation that consider 

the environmental, social, and economic aspects of the transportation system, 

and generally advocate lowered emissions and negative environmental 

impacts, as well as increased safety, accessibility, equality, efficiency, and 

economic viability through investments and operations (Gillis, Semanjski, & 

Lauwers, 2016; OECD, 2002; Pardo, Jiemian, Hongyuan, & Mohanty, 2012; 

European Union, 2019; WBCSD, 2015).  

However, perhaps the most relevant blueprint of urban transportation 

sustainability (UTS) is presented by Banister (2008) in his work 

Sustainable Mobility Paradigm. Banister makes a distinction between the 

traditional (largely technocratic) and the sustainable paradigm in 

transportation planning; instead of fixating on travel times, speed, and 

transportation as a derived demand, the focus ought to be shifted towards 

transportation as an activity built upon a mix of technological advancements, 

policy measures, transit-oriented land-use planning, encouragement, active 

citizen participation, and public support. Social issues in general, alongside 

accessibility, neighbourhood quality, and health, are emphasised, while the 

objectives still include the somewhat-technical decreased need for travelling 

and increased efficiency of the transportation system. Social equity and 

planning for vulnerable groups to ensure both physical and socio-economic 

accessibility across the population are strongly embedded in considering UTS 

(Di Ciommo and Shiftan, 2017; Pereira, Banister, Schwanen, & Wessel, 2019). 

More specifically, UTS can be characterised as transportation that lowers its 

resource-use, air pollution, climate impact, and congestion levels, while 
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promoting safety, equity, physical activity and health, new sustainable 

technologies and alternatives, use of different modes (over car use), and built 

environment and networks that ensure connectivity and accessibility (Sultana, 

et al., 2019). Additionally, a deeper consideration of citizen-related 

perceptions, experiences, well-being, disadvantages, and cultural differences 

is needed (Sultana, et al., 2019). 

 

UTS has thus grown out of its technologically and environmentally focused 

roots (Holden, et al., 2019) and today emphasises human-centred 

accessibility, equity, and comprehensive consideration of environmental, 

social, and economic issues (Gudmundsson, Marsden, &  Josias, 2016). 

Holden, et al. (2019) recently reviewed the past 30 years of UTS and 

discovered that the field has little by little grown towards interdisciplinary 

approaches, better incorporating an understanding of the complexity of 

transportation systems; it displays a wider consideration of sustainability in 

terms of mobility and has become comprehensively embedded in society. 

However, the realisation of sustainable mobility and transportation systems 

remains out of reach despite these advancements. Visionary sustainable 

mobility narratives are called for – ones in which the government, private 

sector, and the public believe enough to act upon instead of continuing to lack 

the willpower (Holden, et al., 2020; Holden, et al., 2019). 

As noted by Stevens and Kanie (2016), a diverse set of actors is responsible 

for the implementation of sustainability locally. This implementation occurs 

through a complex process of governance – an interplay between the local 

government (responsible for policy-making and embedded planning), 

markets, and the civil society (Lange, Driessen, Sauer, Bornemann, & Burger, 

2013). The purpose of governance in terms of sustainability is the realisation 

of collective goals (Lange, et al., 2013), and no single correct solution to 

realising sustainability exists in practice (Ernst, de Graaf-Van Dinther, Peek, 

& Loorbach, 2016). Advancing sustainability goals within the urban 

transportation sector requires, in practice, novel policy measures alongside 

coordination and integration, both between diverse actors in cities, as well as 

between regional and national levels of governance (Hull, 2005; May, Kelly, & 

Shepherd, 2006).  

A mismatch between the sustainability paradigm and locally prepared, 

implemented, and evaluated goals, measures, and indicators has been 

recognised in transportation policy-making and planning (Marsden, 

Kimble, Nellthorp, & Kelly, 2010). Local sustainability applications have a 

tendency to focus on the environment and economic and operational efficiency 

(Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005), easy-to-achieve and easy-to-measure aspects of 

sustainability (Cottrill and Derrible, 2015; Olofsson, Hiselius, & Varhelyi, 

2016), while social issues are often neglected (Marsden, et al., 2010). A lack of 

qualitative and critical research, and thus understanding, on transportation 

policies is identified by Marsden and Reardon (2017). According to Marsden 

and Reardon, the field does not produce knowledge of policy, but instead for 
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policy. Sustainability is a buzzword in transportation practice and academia, 

but critical policy analyses that increase the distance between global 

guidelines, local framings, what is implemented, and how the urban context is 

shaped currently present a blind spot. This thesis directly addresses this gap 

by investigating the conceptualisations, operationalisations, and finally 

realisations of sustainability throughout the local policy cycle. 

1.1 THESIS AIMS, OBJECTIVES, AND RESEARCH 
QUESTIONS 

In this thesis, I trace the journey of urban transportation sustainability (UTS) 

through the stages of policy-making and embedded planning practices. My 

aim is to uncover the path from guiding concept to implemented reality, and 

what effect the local conceptualisation and operationalisation of sustainability 

in the different stages of policy-making have on the desired sustainability 

transition in practice. 

This thesis consists of three research papers that cover the main steps of 

the policy cycle, i.e., agenda setting and problem definition (II), solution 

drafting and implementation (II, III), and evaluations (I, III). The papers 

diversely examine academia (I), municipal planning and policy-making 

experts (II), and citizens (III) as viewpoints on UTS policy-making. Mixed 

methods are applied: a systematic literature review (I), case-based policy 

analysis (II), and case-based statistical analysis (III). This thesis sets out to 

synthesise these findings to answer the following two-fold research question 

(RQ):  

 

RQ1 (A) How is urban transportation sustainability 

conceptualised and operationalised in municipal policy-making 

and planning?   

RQ1 (B) In what ways does (A) affect the realisation of 

sustainability in cities?  

 

Connecting of the conceptual and the practical – currently, mostly separate 

tracks in literature – is needed. Positioning this thesis between the two tracks 

significantly contributes to the field by bridging them together and by 

producing novel empirical data from that integrated perspective. To elaborate, 

no review of state-of-the-art urban transportation sustainability assessments 

existed prior to Paper I; qualitative policy analysis and exploration of the 

complex political agenda setting process, as presented in Paper II, have been 

identified as lacking (Marsden and Reardon, 2017); and often-excluded citizen 

viewpoints on urban transportation realities are covered in Paper III.  

The contributions of this thesis are directly linked to specific paper 

objectives, i.e., identifying current framings, policy solutions, political focus, 

problems, and windows of opportunity for sustainability in policy-making and 
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planning (II); exploring the association between real-life urban environments, 

varying car ownership, and household characteristics to reveal vulnerability 

and potential for increased sustainable mobility (III); and establishing a 

baseline for how UTS is assessed in existing academic literature and 

identifying best practices that advance comprehensive sustainability 

applications during evaluations (I). Together they cover the entire policy cycle, 

integrate diverse viewpoints, and identify the ways in which sustainability is 

pursued, as well as the persisting issues and their impact on the UTS transition 

– enabling me to answer the thesis RQ. 

1.2 THESIS STRUCTURE 

Section 1 covers the contextual background for this thesis and introduces the 

two-fold research question which bridges the gap between conceptual and 

realised sustainability in the urban context. In Section 2, relevant literature 

on urban transportation policy-making and planning and sustainability in 

practice is presented. The review of literature outlines the current knowledge 

of UTS in practice. The analytical framework guiding the empirical research 

undertaken in this thesis is presented in Section 3. Based on RQ1 and the 

individual paper RQs, the objectives and frameworks of the three papers are 

additionally introduced. Section 4 presents how this thesis was carried out; 

utilised cases, data collection methods, material, and data analysis methods 

are introduced, and limitations discussed. Results are presented in Section 5 

individually for each paper and their RQs. Section 6 presents the discussion 

that integrates and synthesises the results and thus answers the thesis RQ; this 

section thematically presents a set of diverse perspectives on the UTS journey, 

spanning through the entire policy cycle, its opportunities, issues, and impact 

on sustainability transitions. These findings are tied to existing literature, thus 

opening up the space for further research questions. Section 7 outlines the 

scientific contributions and empirically derived argument of this thesis, thus 

concluding the study.
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2 URBAN TRANSPORTATION 
SUSTAINABILITY IN PRACTICE 

Local conceptualisations of UTS are both diverse (Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005) 

and problematic (Marsden, et al., 2010). While diversity in local applications 

of UTS is needed and encouraged – as local issues ought to be at the heart of 

local policies and plans (Castillo and Pitfield, 2010; Marsden, et al., 2010; 

Olofsson, et al., 2016; Sdoukopoulos, Pitsiava-Latinopoulou, Basbas, & 

Papaioannou, 2019) – the premise of the UTS paradigm and its balanced 

consideration of environmental, social, and economic sustainability 

dimensions should not be forgotten. A tendency to focus on specific aspects of 

sustainability is detectable at the local level, which produces narrower 

conceptualisations of sustainability, which in turn produce narrow 

operationalisations, eventually creating narrow realities that do not represent 

the initially intended sustainability transition (Marsden, et al., 2010; Pearsall 

and Pierce, 2010). The diverse local applications of sustainability encompass 

problem definition, agenda setting, solution development and selection, 

implementation, and evaluations, which together with politics, power, and 

ambiguity form a complex process (Hysing, 2009; Marsden and Reardon, 

2017). In the transportation field, there is a lack of critical studies that would 

generate knowledge about the complexities of policy-making, as opposed to a 

rather technical-rational approach to transportation policy (Marsden and 

Reardon, 2017). 

This section presents the state-of-the-art – contemporary and relevant 

scientific literature on urban transportation sustainability in relation to 

practical policy-making and planning. The development of UTS as a paradigm 

has been outlined in the introduction, and this thesis treats it as a globally 

established contextual background and thus does not contribute to the critical 

discussion (which was mainly heated over a decade ago) regarding the lack of 

a universally accepted definition of UTS (noted by e.g., Gil, Calado, & Bentz, 

2011; Holden, et al., 2020; Holden, Linnerud, & Banister, 2013; Litman, 

2007). Instead, this thesis contributes to, and critically focuses on, exploring 

the issues in the practical applications of UTS today through local 

conceptualisations, operationalisations, and the following realisations – which 

aim to achieve sustainability transitions. I divide this section into literature 

that discusses sustainability conceptualisation in relation to its 

operationalisation, which is linked to the problem definition, agenda 

setting, and measure development and selection in practice (Subsection 2.1), 

and into literature that considers the operationalisation in relation to 

realisation, which is linked to measure implementation and monitoring in 

practice (Sub-section 2.2). Finally, the limited research that recognises both 

parts, and raises critical concerns between conceptualisation, 
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operationalisation, and realisation of UTS, is presented alongside the existing 

gaps in knowledge (Sub-section 2.3). 

2.1 OPERATIONALISING THE SUSTAINABILITY 
CONCEPT 

Framings are an essential part of problem definition and strongly 

embedded in the complex policy-making process, yet limitedly studied within 

the context of transportation (Marsden and Reardon, 2017; Marsden and 

Stead, 2011). Furthermore, problems and their role in urban transportation 

policy-making present a narrowly studied phenomenon (Vecchio, 2022). 

Framings extend the understanding of decision-making beyond available data 

and knowledge onto a combination of, for example, personal, cultural, 

historical, or political interests, theories, values, and even feelings (e.g., Rein 

and Schön, 1996; Van Hulst and Yanow, 2016) that are used to seek and 

present problems that need addressing through (often politically paired) 

policy solutions (Marsden and Stead, 2011). Some examples of, or mostly light 

references to, UTS problem definitions exist in literature. Perhaps most 

directly Vecchio (2022) presents a comparative analysis of PT service renewal 

policies and applied problem framings in Bogotá, Colombia, and Santiago de 

Chile, Chile. Both cities instrumentally framed the problem through social 

equity, while the readily selected policy solution was bus service efficiency that 

was not oriented towards solving local social issues. Another critical approach 

is presented by Tennøy (2010), who discovered a frame conflict amongst 

planners, relating to both applied objectives and knowledge of the relationship 

between transportation systems, land-use, and traffic volumes. This frame 

conflict resulted in stagnant planning that maintained the status quo instead 

of novel approaches that would more likely also yield changes. 

 

Problem framings and definitions thus reflect onto the formation of local 

political agendas. So far, little attention has been paid towards the agenda 

setting that outlines goals, objectives, and more concrete actions (Marsden 

and Reardon, 2017). More critical and qualitative understanding of the 

formation and selection process behind decision-making is urgently needed 

(Marsden and Reardon, 2017).  

Agenda setting is addressed by a few articles. For example, Hysing (2009) 

explored how ecological sustainability surfaced in urban transportation 

policies in Örebro, Sweden, pinning the successful policy change on individual 

politicians who acted as active policy entrepreneurs, and the reorganisation of 

local administration that enabled the framing of urban transport and 

sustainability as politically relevant. The findings highlight the importance of 

understanding and analysing politics and their effect on UTS advancements 

(or hindrances) locally. Similarly, the rise of light rail onto urban 

transportation agendas is studied within the context of infrastructure 
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imaginaries in Aalborg, Denmark, and identified as politically driven from the 

viewpoint of private investments, economic growth, and neoliberal ideology, 

rather than as providing affordable and accessible PT for citizens (Olesen, 

2020). Kębłowski, Van Criekingen, &  Bassens (2019) critically looked into the 

formation of walkability policies in Brussels, Belgium, by applying Lefebvre’s 

classic right to the city conceptualisation (about the collective right of citizens 

to co-create and reinvent their living environments to counter existing 

inequalities) as a lens for identifying how the public was able to contribute to 

these policies. They found that even new transportation policies that are aimed 

directly at citizens did not automatically mean increased public participation 

or citizen input. Leung, Burke, Perl, &  Cui (2018) constructed political 

storylines related to the peak oil discourse that has heavily influenced urban 

transportation policies. The findings from Brisbane, Australia, and Hong 

Kong, China, point towards the use of affordability as a framing for policy-

making, and the presence of counter-storylines that relied on future 

technological solutions. Castillo (2020) employed agenda setting alongside 

funding and governance coalitions as analytical components to study actors 

and power regarding PT initiatives in Mexican cities. The results revealed the 

importance of linking municipal policies and agendas onto regional and 

national governance, but above all identified the private sector to play a key 

role (due to economics), with the municipal government still the leading actor 

in charge of collaboration. With the exception of Hysing (2009), agenda 

studies appear to attach to specific policy solutions instead of choosing a wider 

approach to political agenda formation from the viewpoint of sustainability.  

 

Marsden and Reardon (2017) identify that while literature on policy solutions 

is abundant, it does not target the development process behind the 

policies, i.e., explaining why some solutions are proposed. The field mainly 

consists of individual policy studies and presents concrete tools (Marsden and 

Reardon, 2017) that do not necessarily cover problem framings and political 

agendas that these solutions represent, nor their implications on a broader 

scale. Regarding solution development, a critical part of transportation policy 

research is presented by policy transfers. Policy transfer refers to policies, 

or best practices, that travel between cities as trends and influence local policy 

development, problem definition, and agenda formation beyond individual 

policies (e.g., Macmillen and Stead, 2014; Marsden and Stead, 2011; Stead, de 

Jong, & Reinholde, 2008; Timms, 2011). However, the ambiguous definition 

and politically selective nature of best practices must be underlined and 

considered both in research and practice (Macmillen and Stead, 2014). Thus, 

contextual understanding of policy development processes themselves must 

be included (Marsden and Stead, 2011), alongside a general focus towards 

long-term UTS visions, instead of ranking and labelling individual policies as 

“best” (Gudmundsson, Wyatt, & Gordon, 2005; Macmillen and Stead, 2014). 

A recent review into UTS policy transfer literature by Glaser, Bertolini, te 

Brömmelstroet, Blake, &  Ellingson (2021) furthermore reveals that the 
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growing research topic does not necessarily capture the occurring forms of 

learning and the resulting sustainability transitions. 

Solution development can also be linked to framings of sustainability. 

For example, instead of developing policies solely based on emission 

reductions, the currently (unjust) car-dominant space use and the related 

spatial redistribution are increasingly considered in academia and practice 

(Gössling, Schröder, Späth, & Freytag, 2016; Manaugh, Badami, & El-Geneidy, 

2015; Marleau Donais, Abi-Zeid, Waygood, & Lavoie, 2022; Vecchio, Porreca, 

& Jácome Rivera, 2020) to further advance social equity and transportation 

justice (Gössling, 2016; Lefebvre-Ropars, Morency, & Negron-Poblete, 2021; 

Vecchio, Tiznado-Aitken, & Hurtubia, 2020). Beyond the consideration of 

urban space, these social equity aspects also address safety, exposure to air 

and noise pollution, quality, and existence of infrastructure, e.g., for walking 

and cycling, modal priority, and accessibility. Accessibility, equity, and 

vulnerability are highly intertwined and together provide a wide, yet detailed 

(and unfortunately politically often marginalised) understanding of diverse 

social aspects of sustainability and citizen realities within the transportation 

system (Manaugh, et al., 2015). Equity has recently been increasingly attached 

to the core of sustainable mobility (Pereira, et al., 2019; Pereira, Schwanen, & 

Banister, 2017). This view on social sustainability also highlights the diversity 

amongst citizens and the need to address differences in needs and constrains 

to combat vulnerability and promote universal accessibility and equity 

(Boisjoly and El-Geneidy, 2017; Pereira, et al., 2017). 

 

Related to solution development, with a particular nod towards social 

sustainability, are the questions of citizen involvement and knowledge 

sourcing. Citizen involvement, public support, and citizen-oriented 

planning are at the core of the UTS paradigm (Banister, 2008). It is a concern 

that UTS policies aim to transform the transportation system and the 

surrounding urban environment to change citizen behaviour within the 

system (Banister, 2008; Tennøy, 2010), while they frequently marginalise 

social and qualitative aspects of sustainability. Lack of public support presents 

a barrier for policy implementation and success, and furthermore signals low 

levels of trust and satisfaction with local democracy (Christiansen, 2018; 

Sagaris, 2018). The effect that policies and measures have on citizens locally 

are key to public satisfaction and the resulting political legitimacy 

(Christiansen, 2018). Furthermore, public participation that “enable[s] 

genuine dialogue between citizens” and planners, and increases 

understanding on both sides, yields increasing abilities for future 

collaboration alongside advancing UTS policies through public support 

(Sagaris, 2018, p. 409). Citizens can also form active social movements that 

aim to influence transportation policies (Baumann and White, 2012) – and the 

possibilities of social media have enabled the civil society to form such social 

collectives and apply pressure on politicians in novel and expanded ways 

(Sunio, Peckson, & Ugay, 2021). There are also cases where some citizens have 
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been identified to act as expert-citizens, positioned between transport experts 

and social movements, who can mobilise both communities due to their 

expertise and connections (Sosa López and Montero, 2018). Lastly, citizen 

perceptions (that are often linked to public transportation satisfaction in 

existing literature) cannot be diminished to only cover shorter travel times and 

speedy trips, as everyday travelling is an activity in itself that consists of a far 

more diverse set of qualitative perceptions beyond the temporal aspect (Te 

Brömmelstroet et al., 2021).  

Knowledge use in decision-making and planning affects how problems 

are framed, solved, and how likely the set goals are achieved (Tennøy, 

Hansson, Lissandrello, & Næss, 2016). Vigar (2017) outlines four types of 

knowledge that are needed in transportation policy-making and planning; 

local knowledge (on the daily travel of citizens, e.g., alongside cultural and 

value-based issues and experiences), technical knowledge (on the 

transportation system mostly harboured by in-house planning teams), 

practice-centred knowledge (on specific policy objectives and solutions 

derived from a diverse group of stakeholders and prior experiences), and 

political knowledge (on the broad political context and mobilisation of power). 

At times, scientifically produced knowledge is excluded if it contradicts a 

proposed plan or policy solution that increases car travel and is politically 

charged (Tennøy, et al., 2016). A mismatch between the priorities of citizens 

and their representatives, politicians, has also been detected – with citizens 

prioritising, for example, PT fare reductions, whereas politicians prioritise 

restrictive measures (Christiansen, 2020). Moreover, expert knowledge within 

the transportation sector (in practice and academia) is predominantly 

influenced by quantitative and economic modelling (e.g., cost-benefit 

analysis) that embody positivist and Western practices above all else 

(Schwanen, 2018). Much emphasis continues to be placed on, for example, 

traffic flows instead of attempting to address place-based experiences and 

values that gain attention once plans and policies are introduced to the public 

(Vigar, 2017). A collaborative approach to policy solution development that 

integrates diverse knowledge and expertise is recommended to advance 

planning for sustainability, as opposed to a non-integrated lobbying approach 

that tends to polarise the decision-making process (Baumann and White, 

2012). Such collaborative approach is already increasingly practiced, due to 

the more complex and diverse governance structures that involve 

governmental and non-governmental actors from various levels of society 

(Stead, 2016). 

2.2 TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE REALITY 

Literature on implemented policies and measures is abundant and neatly 

synthesised by Marsden and Reardon (2017). They find that an overwhelming 

majority of policy studies are based on hypothetical quantitative modelling 
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and produced ex ante. Furthermore, related to the implementation of policy 

solutions, both top-down and bottom-up approaches are increasingly called 

for to avoid a limited understanding of selected policies (Marsden and 

Reardon, 2017). Marsden and Reardon also note that the largely non-reality-

based analyses and evaluation of policy solutions lead to a situation where the 

generated knowledge is, in fact, inapplicable in practice due to its unrealistic 

positioning. Furthermore, they outline that 90 out of the 100 policy papers 

included in their review did not involve policy-makers in the studies within, 

and 75 out of 100 did not position their analyses in real-world policy but 

instead presented, for example, modelling of potential policy impacts or 

hypotheticals. 

As a context for individual policies, the terms “hard” and “soft” 

measures are regularly utilised in transportation literature. Hard measures 

refer to infrastructure improvements and restrictive measures, e.g., towards 

car use and spatial redistribution, while soft measures are enabling and 

persuasive, e.g., through education, travel planning, and marketing, to achieve 

voluntary changes in transportation behaviour (Bamberg, Fujii, Friman, & 

Gärling, 2011). They are both effective as such, yet best implemented together, 

especially when aiming to decrease car travel. It is also necessary to note that 

policies and plans aimed at increased sustainability sometimes create 

unsustainable outcomes despite their original intent (Boussauw and 

Vanoutrive, 2017). For example, a collection of Belgian policy cases 

demonstrated that problem definition may be biased (and reflect onto 

indicator selection), selected policy solutions may be unsustainable at the root, 

and goals may be displaced during execution (Boussauw and Vanoutrive, 

2017). They note that even if sustainable transport is established as a goal in a 

policy document, the actions often remain symbolic at best. Similarly, Reigner 

and Brenac (2019) suggest that UTS policies are embedded in local marketing 

strategies and stem from land values and the attractiveness of urban areas. 

Instead of solving issues, e.g., related to vulnerability or external effects of car 

use, the problems are merely spatially displaced and thus do not advance UTS 

holistically, as intended. 

Policy implementation is also dependent on a specific time and political 

atmosphere that allow for a policy solution to emerge onto the agenda and be 

accepted and finally implemented. Dudley (2013) explored the political 

narratives that opened the window for introducing the traditionally and widely 

opposed congestion charging in London in 2003, and pins it to a long, local 

history of perceiving car traffic as a problem, with congestion charges having 

been drafted as a potential solution from early on. Finally, framing the issue 

through popular PT use – and the resulting large group of people who would 

benefit from the implemented measures through subsidised fares and 

improved PT services – won the public over and led to successful 

implementation. However, post-implementation, the policy that was 

presented as a solution to a problem has been quite naturally perceived as 

either a success or a failure – highly important to the future career of 
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politicians who advocated (or resisted) the solution in question (Dudley, 

2013). Furthermore, sometimes windows stay open for longer, allowing for 

additional similar policies, or extensions of the already implemented ones, to 

be introduced, while sometimes the window has closed and the successful 

narrative has run its course (Dudley, 2013).  

A recent practical example of UTS implementation is the EU-level step-by-

step guideline for cities to develop local Sustainable Urban Mobility 

Plans (SUMPs). SUMPs have been prepared and adopted by European cities 

successfully, leading to implementation of novel UTS measures more 

frequently than before (Jordová and Brůhová-Foltýnová, 2021). Still, local 

public and political attitudes, lack of expertise, and car-oriented urban 

contexts present barriers to UTS advancements, even if they were outlined in 

the SUMP guidelines or local documents (Jordová and Brůhová-Foltýnová, 

2021). Large variation and vagueness, e.g., when addressing equity or climate 

targets and when selecting appropriate indicators, have also been identified as 

issues related to SUMPs, as the common reference level is lacking regards a 

broad and open-ranged approach to sustainability aspects (Arsenio, Martens, 

& Di Ciommo, 2016). SUMPs have also been labelled as an “incarnation of the 

technical-rational” approach to transportation policy-making, due to their 

separate steps alongside power structures largely unaccounted for (Marsden 

and Reardon, 2017, p. 245). 

 

Similarly to studies on implemented policies, the literature that focuses on 

UTS evaluations is voluminous. Indicators and tools for evaluation 

positioned to support decision-making are abundant in literature, yet their 

functionality in practice is questionable, due to the removed nature of 

transportation policy research from the complex realities of policy-making and 

planning (Gudmundsson and Sørensen, 2013; Marsden and Reardon, 2017). 

Additionally, the assessments tend to focus on easily measured and achievable 

aspects of sustainability, while marginalising social and qualitative aspects 

(Cottrill and Derrible, 2015; Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005; Marsden, et al., 2010; 

Olofsson, et al., 2016; Sdoukopoulos, et al., 2019). The coverage of selected 

indicators and thus assessments is guided by data availability (Sdoukopoulos, 

et al., 2019). Furthermore, Litman (2007) notes that a smaller indicator set 

linked to available data is convenient, but it potentially overlooks many 

essential aspects of sustainability and directly excludes them from subsequent 

decision-making. A larger, more diverse set of indicators increases coverage 

and reliability but in turn requires much more work and resources in terms of 

data collection and analysis. Also, indicator use in policy-making and planning 

does not automatically mean that indicators influence policies (Gudmundsson 

and Sørensen, 2013). Lastly, equity is recognised as the most challenging 

objective to address, both in policy solutions and evaluations, due to the need 

to consider diverse societal groups and the need for detailed understanding of 

policy impacts in relation to them (May, 2013). 
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To summarise, these evaluations are largely removed from their political 

contexts and decision-making processes, as well as the comprehensive UTS 

paradigm. The field quite literally exhibits a quantity-over-quality approach 

regarding both policy and sustainability evaluations. 

2.3 DISCONNECT BETWEEN CONCEPT AND REALITY 

In general, critical and qualitative approaches to transportation sustainability 

throughout the policy cycle are mostly missing; this is in addition to 

investigations that extend from developed or implemented policies onto the 

contextual and conceptual backgrounds. The applied sustainability framings, 

in practice, have been identified as limited in coverage and leaning towards 

the environment and efficiency, already over a decade ago (by e.g., Jeon and 

Amekudzi, 2005; Marsden, et al., 2010). Yet the field has since predominantly 

focused on presenting new indicators and policy evaluations, while ignoring 

the political process and its implications to sustainability. The space between 

policy goals and concrete policy solutions to match those goals is covered 

(Marsden and Reardon, 2017), but the link between problems, goals, 

objectives, measures, and evaluations within the real-life policy-making and 

planning context is neglected. 

Marsden and Reardon (2017) suggest that the technical-rational model 

that has traditionally dominated transportation policy-making and planning, 

and transportation studies in general, has extended to transportation policy 

analyses too. The linear step-by-step technical-rational approach – rooted in 

economics, mathematics, engineering, and the Western optimisation mind-set 

(Kębłowski and Bassens, 2018; Schwanen, 2018; Vecchio, 2022) – is not 

representative enough to capture the complexities of urban transportation 

policy-making, due to the politics and power that are embedded in the 

processes (Marsden and Reardon, 2017). This has led to the current situation 

where studies are removed from the complex political realities and 

consequently fail to understand the intricacies of UTS policy-making and 

planning. The literature presented in this section unanimously points to the 

direction of understudied impacts and mechanisms of framings, politics, and 

inclusion of both diverse actors and sustainability aspects – and thus the 

imperative need to empirically examine them.
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3 INTEGRATIVE ANALYTICAL 
FRAMEWORK 

Here, I present the analytical framework that structures the analysis of 

sustainability as a concept, as an operation, and as a reality through the steps 

of local policy-making. This thesis is an interdisciplinary policy analysis 

that is rooted in environmental social sciences and positioned towards urban 

environmental governance research, to be more exact. The three empirical 

papers additionally incorporate theoretical and methodological influences 

from the political sciences (II), geography (III), and urban planning (I, II, III).  

The interdisciplinary approach allows for a simultaneous enquiry into 

natural and social sciences that intertwine in the complex processes, 

perceptions, and actions, particularly within environmental social sciences 

(Kinnebrew, Shoffner, Farah‐Pérez, Mills‐Novoa, & Siegel, 2021; Newell, 

Wentworth, & Sebberson, 2001). It enables an integrated view (as embedded 

in the sustainability paradigm) of problems and a broader, yet critical, take on 

political interventions, often resorting to mixed methods from several 

disciplines (Kinnebrew, et al., 2021; Palmer, 2012). As a result, the 

interdisciplinary approach yields a more comprehensive understanding of the 

studied phenomenon (Newell, et al., 2001), and is thus called for in literature 

to study and capture the complex challenges of today, for example climate 

change, urbanisation, and sustainability in general (Tobi and Kampen, 2018). 

It enables the use of diverse data sources and types and methods of analysis.  

 

I use an integrative analytical framework suitable for interdisciplinary 

policy analysis. First, the analysis is set in the context of policy and planning 

studies by utilising the policy cycle framework (Fischer and Miller, 2017) 

as a backdrop to introduce steps according to which the analysis can be 

structured. Second, the exploration of the journey of a concept to reality is 

widely applied in environmental governance literature to understand how 

concepts appear and are applied in practice (Christen and Schmidt, 2012; 

Lange, et al., 2013; Pearsall and Pierce, 2010). Conceptualisation, 

operationalisation, and realisation are studied here as a continuum. 

This thesis relies on theory-driven analytical frameworks. Paper I is an 

exception to this, as it began as an explorative and iterative analysis by 

systematically reviewing the literature. To some extent, the initial findings of 

the review influenced the focus of Papers II and III to further elaborate the 

identified gaps in the field. The inclusion of multiple viewpoints was 

essential to the thesis, to widen the range of understandings of sustainability 

throughout the policy cycle. This is common practice in social sciences and 

policy analysis specifically (Ferro, Loukis, Charalabidis, & Osella, 2013; White, 

1994), and called for in interdisciplinary environmental sciences to avoid 

adopting narrow views of problems that likely lead to narrow solutions (Tapio 
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and Willamo, 2008). These viewpoints represent diverse actors relevant to 

local governance, including state and non-state actors (Lange, et al., 2013). 

Primarily, academic research focuses on assessments (experts in scientifically 

valid monitoring); politicians and planners look at the problem definition, 

agenda setting, and measure selection (experts in the policy-making and 

planning process); and citizens are positioned in and experience the urban 

context (experts in living with the outcomes of policy-making and planning). 

These viewpoints are brought together through the use of the integrative 

analytical framework to synthesise perspectives of the UTS journey from 

idea to reality through the policy cycle (presented in the Discussion in Section 

6). The objective is to critically understand what happens in each policy cycle 

stage and related decision-making in practice.  

 

This thesis represents empiricism, as I employ an empirical approach to 

knowledge production and an explorative perspective into local governance in 

UTS. Furthermore, this study ontologically and epistemologically builds upon 

realism. A realist bases their assumptions on the notion that the world 

includes a reality independent of the individual human mind (Levers, 2013). 

However, that reality is not directly accessible or measurable, and thus in 

social sciences, reality is perceived through ever-shaping and connected social 

structures, actors, and conditions, and the observations made based on them 

tell us something about the necessities and possibilities of the world (Sayer, 

1999). 

The integrative approach, provided by the two theoretical frameworks on 

concept development and the policy cycle, equips this thesis to reliably and in 

a tractable manner answer the thesis RQ by identifying current trends, issues, 

and possibilities (observed through societal structures, actors, and conditions) 

in local policy-making and planning. Table 1 (on the following page) outlines 

the thesis RQ, alongside paper-specific RQs and corresponding analytical 

frameworks. The integrative framework is presented in Section 3.1, and the 

frameworks applied in individual papers are briefly introduced in Section 3.2. 
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Table 1. Analytical frameworks and RQS – Thesis and papers. 

 Thesis RQ Overall analytical framework 

 

RQ1 (A) How is 

urban 

transportation 

sustainability 

conceptualised and 

operationalised in 

municipal policy-

making and 

planning, and (B) in 

what ways does (A) 

affect the realisation 

of sustainability in 

cities? 

Sustainability conceptualisation, 

operationalisation, and realisation through 

the policy cycle 

 

This thesis applies an integrative analytical 

framework that utilises theoretical frames to 

follow sustainability from an idea into a 

reality (e.g., Christen and Schmidt, 2012; 

Pearsall and Pierce, 2010) in local 

governance, and applies the different stages 

of the policy cycle (Fischer and Miller, 2017) 

as a background. 

Paper Paper RQ Analytical frameworks in papers 

I 

RQ1.1 How is  

urban 

transportation 

sustainability 

assessed in 

academia? 

Systematic review  

(methodological framework) 

 

The inductive systematic literature review 

does not apply a theory-driven analytical 

framework since it is positioned to explore 

how sustainability is assessed in academic 

research and to critically synthesise the state-

of-the-art utilising the established 

methodology for systematic reviews (e.g., 

Berrang-Ford, Pearce, & Ford, 2015). 

II 

RQ1.2 How is urban 

transportation 

sustainability 

framed and pursued 

in policy-making 

and planning 

locally? 

Political agenda formation 

 

Multiple Streams Framework (Kingdon, 

1984) structures the political agenda 

formation analysis through problems, 

policies, politics, and policy windows. 

Additionally, sustainability is applied as a 

lens for the entire analysis. 
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III 

RQ1.3 How is urban 

transportation 

sustainability 

visible through the 

carless population 

locally? 

Citizen mobility typologies 

 

Urban fabrics typologies (Newman, et al., 

2016) and dichotomy of carlessness (A. E. 

Brown, 2017) are combined to produce a 

novel approach to urban carlessness studies 

in order to detect vulnerability and good 

practices and to integrate physical and social 

variables in a statistical analysis. 

 

3.1 FROM IDEA TO REALITY THROUGH THE POLICY 
CYCLE 

How an idea becomes a reality is a central question in urban 

environmental governance research. Cities have locally conceptualised and 

operationalised sustainability in their practices, and the focus adopted in 

policies and plans highly varies (Christen and Schmidt, 2012; Krause and 

Hawkins, 2021; Pearsall and Pierce, 2010). It has additionally been recognised 

that social sustainability and equity are not as prominently addressed in urban 

policies as the environmental and economic dimensions of sustainability 

(Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005; Marsden, et al., 2010; Pearsall and Pierce, 2010). 

Thus, critical investigations into established urban sustainability policies are 

called for to analyse diverse local applications, but the transportation research 

field is yet to answer this call (Marsden and Reardon, 2017). 

Ideas need to be conceptualised and operationalised (Pearsall and 

Pierce, 2010) and realised, i.e., to yield a concrete reality in local practice 

(Ernst, et al., 2016); thus, policies are applied. They are generally perceived to 

consist of more-abstract goals, less-abstract objectives (that operationalise the 

goals), and the least-abstract settings (that specify the objectives within the 

context of reality), as well as the concrete tools and measures used upon 

implementation (Howlett and Cashore, 2009). According to Pearsall and 

Pierce (2010), sustainability projects require objectives, strategies for action, 

and indicators. Thus, operationalisation does not only include the established 

and implemented objectives and measures, but also monitoring (Pearsall and 

Pierce, 2010). Monitoring refers to selected indicators for assessments, also 

shown to predominantly focus on easy-to-measure quantitative, or narrowly 

operationalised, aspects of sustainability (Marsden, et al., 2010; Olofsson, et 

al., 2016; Pearsall and Pierce, 2010; Rinaldi, et al., 2021). The selection of 

indicators for monitoring reflects certain aspects of sustainability and is 

essentially a political process (Pearsall and Pierce, 2010).  

Moreover, cities have been found to struggle with the implementation of 

sustainability goals (Krause and Hawkins, 2021). A random and skewed 
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conceptualisation of sustainability in practice does not steer action 

(operationalisation) into the direction that the sustainability paradigm 

advocates (Christen and Schmidt, 2012). This is problematic not only in terms 

of urban contexts, created as a result of narrow applications of sustainability, 

but also for sustainability itself, as its intent and justification for action are lost 

(Christen and Schmidt, 2012). 

Different framings of sustainability are embedded in policy-making and 

planning, and they affect the established conceptualisation and 

operationalisation. Different sustainability framings (e.g., narrow, wide, 

different foci) make different aspects visible and central (Pearsall and Pierce, 

2010). Framings change over time and are moulded by available data and 

knowledge, as well as different political, personal, cultural, and historical 

perceptions, for example, and ultimately influence decision-making (Juhola, 

Keskitalo, & Westerhoff, 2011; Miller, 2000; Van Hulst and Yanow, 2016).  

 

Here, the policy cycle framework that structures the policy-making and 

planning process into specific stages is applied as a backdrop for the analysis. 

The policy cycle framework has been similarly applied as a systematic basis for 

policy analysis under different conditions and diverse studies (Fischer and 

Miller, 2017). This type of phase-based thinking, dating back to policy studies 

in the 1950s (to Lasswell (1956) – later criticised of being too normative, 

rational, and problem-solving oriented), has been recreated through different 

versions countless of times. The policy process is currently characterised as 

including: Agenda setting, Policy formulation, Decision-making, 

Implementation, and Evaluation (Fischer and Miller, 2017).  

In the framework, the policy process is explained as unrealistically linear 

and has been widely criticised despite its popularity in research (Fischer and 

Miller, 2017; Marsden and Reardon, 2017). Furthermore, politicians are 

presented as decision-makers whereas civil servants (e.g., planners) appear 

neutral and passive (Fischer and Miller (2017); this does not represent reality 

and is also not applied as a principle in this thesis. Hence, policies are not 

formulated based on careful and focused evaluations with a mission to 

innovate novel policy solutions. Instead, they tend to rise from a sea of options 

(influenced by expertise and interest) and power structures, and present 

incremental changes to existing policies (although at times, policy reforms do 

occur) (Howlett and Ramesh, 1998). However, the policy cycle framework 

allows for the integration of diverse analytical approaches in policy analysis, 

expanding beyond the stages of the process, and it, for example, highlights the 

role of different actors in these processes and decision-making (Fischer and 

Miller, 2017). 

 

This thesis relies on the policy cycle framework to relate to the empirical 

research papers as follows: problem definition and agenda setting (II), 

solution development, adoption, and implementation (II, III), and 

monitoring (I, II, III). The key reason for utilising the policy cycle framework 
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is the cyclical and thus cumulative policy process approach the framework 

describes. It allows the researcher to reflect on the collected data and gained 

results throughout the length of the policy process, and around again. Figure 1 

displays the papers as they relate to the policy cycle. The three stages illustrate 

the processes of conceptualisation, operationalisation, and realisation. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Positioning of the empirical research papers on the policy cycle. 

 

3.2  FRAMEWORKS APPLIED IN PAPERS 

Paper I applies a methodology guided by systematic review guidelines 

(e.g., Berrang-Ford, et al., 2015). The paper asks (RQ1.1) how urban 

transportation sustainability is assessed in academia, which is a very open-

ended and explorative question. Systematic reviews can be utilised across 

scientific disciplines to guide such analysis reliably and effectively. Systematic 

literature reviews are focused on a clear topic transformed into a question and 

a questionnaire for content analysis of the sample (Berrang-Ford, et al., 2015; 

Cooper and Hedge, 1994; Van Wee and Banister, 2016). The questionnaire 

applied here included a critical approach to sustainability operationalisation, 

sustainability indicator sourcing, sustainability coverage, and sustainability 

assessment conclusiveness. The explorative enquiry driven by the systematic 
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review methodology enabled Paper I to reliably generate novel data and 

produce a critical overview of the literature not previously reviewed – and to 

thus answer RQ1. 

 

To go against the normative and technical-rational prescriptive frameworks 

and approaches abundant in transportation policy analysis (Marsden and 

Reardon, 2017), the Multiple Streams Framework (MSF) created by 

Kingdon (1984) represents an alternative approach to policy analysis. In 

Paper II, it is applied as a theoretically driven analytical framework to 

understand the emergence of transportation sustainability in the political 

agenda. The framework divides the political agenda formation process into 

three largely independent streams: Problems, Policies, and Politics. Problems 

represent issues in need of addressing, and they can emerge, for example, as 

an aftermath of a crisis, or be politically formulated. Policies refer to policy 

alternatives (drafted by policy communities) that can potentially rise onto the 

agenda as a solution to a problem. Politics includes actors inside and outside 

the government (e.g., politicians, parties, civil society, media, and advocacy 

groups), as well as elements of power, resources, connections, and the like. 

When the three streams meet (or are paired by policy entrepreneurs), a policy 

window, i.e., opportunity for change, can occur. 

Whereas the origin of the MSF is in national-level policy-making in the 

United States, the framework has been successfully applied in local and urban 

policy-making as well (Jones et al., 2016). It is a suitable and recommended 

frame for analysing what is behind established policies – something lacking 

and called for within the transportation field (Marsden and Reardon, 2017). 

Importantly, the MSF recognises the ambiguous and complex nature of 

political agenda formation and related policy-making, and it is a relevant 

frame for answering RQ1.2 regarding how UTS is framed and pursued in 

policy-making and planning locally. 

 

Paper III builds upon two theoretically driven analytical frameworks, the 

urban fabrics typologies (Newman, et al., 2016) and the dichotomy of 

carlessness (Brown, 2017). These two frameworks combine the physical 

urban environment with citizen socio-demographics, thus enabling an 

integrated analysis of the two largely separate physical and social features and 

the in-between vulnerability and freedom of mobility. Additionally, urban 

carlessness has only limitedly been studied, and never through an integrated 

analysis as undertaken in Paper III. 

The urban fabrics typologies establish three (coexisting and potentially, at 

times, overlapping) layers that embody different types of urban environments. 

These layers are called urban fabrics – walking fabric, transit fabric, and 

automobile fabric – and they are labelled according to the transportation 

mode their environment primarily supports. Based on a demonstrative case 

study and large longitudinal international datasets, this typology builds upon 

different densities (e.g., population, jobs), distances, mixed land-uses, service 
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diversity and functions, accessibility, street design, building design, and some 

social and environmental qualities. For each of these modal-based fabrics, a 

paired modal-based lifestyle exists. For Paper III, an essential varying feature 

between these fabric typologies and characteristics is that a (carless) walking 

city lifestyle is not possible in the automobile fabric, as the environment does 

not support such a lifestyle. The urban fabrics typologies provide a novel 

framework to analyse diverse car ownership, and in particular carlessness and 

the carless lifestyle (with incorporated socio-demographic variables), across 

the different urban fabrics. The urban fabrics are strongly related to 

transportation planning and positioned to detect changes in the urban 

environment over time and the outcomes of implemented planning measures 

(and policy objectives). As Newman, et al. (2016) point out, “as the 

phenomenon of peak car use suggests that the age of automobile-dependent 

urban planning dominance is over”, the importance of extending the walking 

and transit fabrics into the automobile city increases and becomes central in 

planning, too. 

The second part of the analytical framework stems from the dichotomy of 

carlessness. This idea that not all carless households are carless for the same 

reasons and that they experience the same carless mobility is most profoundly 

discussed and presented by Brown (2017) in her paper Car-less or car-free? 

Socioeconomic and mobility differences among zero-car households. 

Carlessness can be a choice that represents car-free lifestyles and does not 

restrict mobility or create vulnerability, due to sufficient access to services and 

opportunities on foot, by bicycle, or by public transport. However, carlessness 

can also be forced, for example due to economic concerns or disabilities, and 

if combined with lower accessibility to services and opportunities through 

other modes, it can lead to restricted mobility and potential vulnerability. The 

dichotomy of carlessness integrates a strong social equity perspective into the 

analysis of varying car ownership and mobility of citizens in varying physical 

urban environments. A key sign of voluntary carlessness is the presence of a 

driver’s licence combined with higher income levels (Brown, 2017; Lagrell, 

Thulin, & Vilhelmson, 2018). Involuntary carlessness, on the contrary, 

strongly relates to economic constraints caused by lower income levels and the 

inability to drive (due to younger or older age and/or disabilities). Based on 

the urban fabrics typologies and key literature on the dichotomy of 

carlessness, three types of carlessness, consisting of voluntarily carless, 

involuntarily carless, and involuntarily carless and vulnerable, were 

constructed to identify both potential sustainable mobility and vulnerability. 

Thus, the results are focused within the integrated frameworks, but are also 

novel in terms of RQ1.3 that asks how UTS is visible in the carless population.    
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4 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

This thesis explores the journey of urban transportation sustainability (UTS) 

from an idea to an implemented reality through the policy cycle to identify 

varying framings and their implications to desired sustainability transitions 

locally. This thesis incorporates different types of data and data sources into 

the analyses conducted in the three research papers. 

Paper I focuses on framings of UTS in assessments from the viewpoint of 

academic literature; Paper II analyses UTS problem definition, agenda setting, 

solution development, selection, and implementation, as well as monitoring 

from the viewpoint of municipal politicians and planners; and Paper III places 

citizens (i.e., households) in the centre of an analysis that studies the 

associations between their living environments, socio-demographic profiles, 

and varying levels of car ownership in the production of car-free mobility and 

vulnerabilities. The inclusion of citizen perspectives in the analysis is 

noteworthy, as sustainability policies and the related planning aim to affect 

and change citizen behaviour. Thus, this overlooked perspective in 

environmental governance and policy-making (Carvalho, Van Wessel, & 

Maeseele, 2017; Kythreotis et al., 2019), including the transportation sector 

(Gil, et al., 2011; Resch, Puetz, Bluemke, Kyriakou, & Miksch, 2020; Sagaris, 

2018), is addressed throughout this thesis – thematically and critically in 

Papers I and II as well. 

The use of multiple viewpoints is commonly applied in social sciences, 

and policy analyses in particular, to incorporate a wider range of views through 

various problem definitions, data sources and methods, and thus sample 

multiple groups and contexts (Ferro, et al., 2013; White, 1994). The three 

papers all represent environmental social sciences, but theoretically and 

methodologically draw additionally from policy studies (II) and geography 

(III), as well as from urban planning (with a focus on transportation). This 

thesis is interdisciplinary and utilises mixed methods. Mixed methods are 

commonly applied in social sciences and refer to the use of qualitative and 

quantitative methods together, which enables a prosperous and rich enquiry 

into a subject (Creswell and Clark, 2017; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010). 

Furthermore, mixed methods research is defined as a process that integrates 

both quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis methods to 

understand a single research problem (Plano Clark and Ivankova, 2015) – as 

undertaken in this thesis. Additionally, the use of interdisciplinary mixed 

methods helps overcome shortcomings of any single methodical approach 

(Resch, et al., 2020). A variety of data collection methods, cases and material, 

and data analysis methods was utilised to ensure data coverage of the different 

policy cycle stages and the different viewpoints on them. The process of data 

triangulation thus took place with a focus on different persons as data sources 

(Flick, 2018) (in Papers II and III, whereas Paper I used literature as 
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representative of academic approaches), allowing me to widen the approach 

to study the UTS phenomenon in its complexity, increasing the validity and 

coverage of this analysis (Flick, 2018; Moran-Ellis et al., 2006), and to avoid a 

one-sided perspective on UTS. 

 

The empirical enquiries presented in this PhD thesis and Papers I–III were 

iterative by nature and combined both inductive and deductive 

reasoning. In other words, existing relevant theories were applied as the 

basis for knowledge production, but they were empirically and thematically 

expanded based on the knowledge gained from the data collected along the 

way (Azungah, 2018; Srivastava and Hopwood, 2009). Moreover, the findings 

of the systematic review in Paper I (derived inductively) further influenced the 

interview topics in Paper II and the positioning of Paper III. Papers II and III 

utilised an established theoretical basis as a framework for their analyses 

(deductively), and empirically, through cases, produced new knowledge within 

them in practice (inductively). 

Table 2 below presents an overview of the focus and cases, material, and 

applied methods for each paper. Next, cases, material, and data collection are 

described and justified (Section 4.1), followed by data analysis (Section 4.2), 

and lastly, limitations of chosen methodology are discussed (Section 4.3). 

 

Table 2. Papers and their material and methods. 

Paper 
Focus 

(*Case) 
Material 

Data 

collection 

methods 

Data 

analysis 

methods 

I 

Urban 

transportation 

sustainability 

assessments  

99 peer-

reviewed 

academic 

articles 

Systematic 

literature review 

(database 

enquiry and 

selection 

criteria) 

Systematic 

literature 

review 

(qualitative 

content 

analysis and 

bibliometric 

analysis) 
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II 

Urban 

transportation 

political agenda 

formation 

(Helsinki, 

Finland; 

Stockholm, 

Sweden; Oslo, 

Norway) 

18 expert 

interviews 

(municipal 

politicians and 

planners) 

Semi-structured 

interviews 

Thematic 

analysis 

III 

Citizen car-

ownership and 

dichotomy of 

carlessness 

(Helsinki 

Metropolitan 

Area; Finland) 

National level 

Monitoring 

System of 

Spatial 

Structure and 

Urban Form 

database; 

National Travel 

Survey 2016 

Scoping and 

integrating the 

datasets 

(Household 

level data, only 

respondents 

over 18 years 

old, 250x250m 

grid) 

GIS-based 

statistical 

analysis; 

Factor 

analysis (FA), 

Latent Class 

analysis 

(LCA) 

 

4.1 CASES, DATA COLLECTION, AND MATERIAL 

Papers II and III utilised case-based empirical data. The empirical cases in this 

thesis are from the Nordic capital city context: Helsinki (Finland), Oslo 

(Norway), and Stockholm (Sweden). Case-based research is commonly 

applied in social sciences (including political science and community 

planning) when the objective is to answer “how” and “why” questions (Yin, 

2009) – as pursued in papers II and III. In general, case studies are positioned 

to understand and produce new explanations of contemporary and complex 

social issues (Yin, 2009).  

 

Paper I was not case-based but focused its analysis on existing academic UTS 

assessment literature. Systematic literature reviews are routinely applied 

across different disciplines, as they enable a reliable synthesis of existing work, 

support knowledge advancement, and follow a specific process of establishing 

a question, constructing inclusion criteria, conducting a database search, 

screening the literature, assessing eligibility and quality of the literature, and 

then extracting the data to answer the set question (Xiao and Watson, 2019). 

Here, the material consisted of 99 peer-reviewed academic articles, 

retrieved from three different scientific search engines – Scopus and Web of 

Knowledge, which provide the most extensive scientific article databases in 

environmental and social sciences (Landauer, Juhola, & Söderholm, 2015), 
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and Google Scholar as a complementary search engine, due to its 

multidisciplinary recognition capabilities and coverage (Xiao and Watson, 

2019), while logged out of all Google accounts and in incognito mode 

(Gusenbauer, 2019). The selection criteria were established so as to focus the 

sample on UTS assessments, urban transportation, and policy-making and 

planning. 

Paper II adopted a multiple-case study (Helsinki, Oslo, and Stockholm) 

approach that strengthens the explorative research design and allows 

comparisons to be made (Yin, 2009). The three cities were selected due to their 

similar conditions (e.g., geographic location, climate, population growth, 

socio-economic development, political representation, historical 

development) and ambitious sustainability goals. Yet, while the cities similarly 

compete in terms of sustainability and set similar policy goals, the means to 

achieve these goals significantly differ in foci and direction. Thus, a multiple-

case study approach enables the exploration of how similar local contexts can 

lead to different sustainability operationalisations, presenting an interesting 

and highly suitable explorative and comparative case for policy analysis. The 

material consisted of 18 semi-structured interviews with leading 

municipal politicians and planners within the transportation sector, collected 

during 2020 and 2021. Semi-structured interviews present a widely utilised 

data collection method in empirical social sciences, as the flexible and more 

open-ended design is ideal for detecting the viewpoints of the respondents 

(Flick, 2018). Additionally, MSF studies traditionally rely on interview data 

amongst actors within the government (Jones, et al., 2016; Kingdon, 1984). 

Moreover, experts are relied on when exploring a specific phenomenon (in this 

case, urban transportation planning and policy-making), not the individual 

interviewees (Flick, 2018; Yin, 2009).  

Paper III produced a single-case study of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area 

(HMA). In this analysis, the HMA urban core presented the specific case area, 

as it houses the majority of the population. For that case area, two national 

datasets – the Monitoring System of Spatial Structure and Urban Form, 

provided by the Finnish Environment Institute, and the National Travel 

Survey, provided by the Finnish Transport and Communications Agency 

(Traficom) – were utilised. The statistical analysis into household car 

ownership took place within each urban fabric, as well as comparatively 

between them. Scoping the statistical data was guided by sufficient sample 

sizes within fabrics to ensure data coverage and reliability of the analysis. The 

key variables from the large datasets were chosen for analysis based on 

existing literature on varying car ownership levels. 

4.2 DATA ANALYSIS 

Throughout the data analysis, deductive and inductive logic were applied 

together. While Papers II and III were based on the theory-driven (deductive) 
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analytical frameworks that guided the analyses, room for new findings was 

available, i.e., inductive thinking was utilised. All papers contribute to the 

understanding of UTS conceptualisation, operationalisation, and realisation, 

i.e., both parts of the two-fold RQ1, (A) and (B). Specific contributions are 

outlined in Tables 3–5, presented next. 

 

Paper I relied on qualitative content analysis and bibliometric analysis 

to analyse the sample of academic articles. Qualitative content analysis is a 

classic method for analysing textual material and investigates the material 

based on context of selected keywords or themes (Flick, 2018; Krippendorf, 

2004; Neuendorf, 2002), and bibliometric analysis focuses on, for example, 

publication frequencies, publication types, or journals – both commonly 

utilised in systematic reviews (Siders, 2019). Systematic literature review as a 

method is a beneficial enquiry tactic when a body of literature focusing on a 

specific topic (embodied in RQ1.1 and the sample selection criteria) needs to 

be critically synthesised (Berrang-Ford, et al., 2015; Cooper and Hedge, 1994; 

Van Wee and Banister, 2016). Specific questions – e.g., covering which modes 

were included, what methods of analysis were used, and what indicators were 

applied – formed the questionnaire, creating a systematic base for analysing 

the content of the articles (and to answer how UTS was assessed). They were 

derived from key UTS aspects (e.g., Banister, 2008; OECD, 2002; Pardo, et al., 

2012) and existing literature on UTS assessments (e.g., Gillis, et al., 2016; Jeon 

and Amekudzi, 2005; Sultana, et al., 2019) to form coding categories (Flick, 

2018). Additionally, a subgroup of sample articles that comprehensively 

assessed UTS was identified, to reflect the best practices in UTS assessments. 

Table 3 outlines the specific paper RQs and scientific contributions to the 

thesis. 

 

Table 3. Paper I research questions (RQs) and contributions to the thesis. 

Paper Specific RQs Contributes 

I 

RQ1.1.1 When and who published the 
article?  

 

RQ1.1.2 What urban spatial level is 

applied? What modes are assessed? 

Are cases applied? (Research design) 

 

RQ1.1.3 What assessment methods are 

applied? What is the object of 

assessment? What indicators are 

utilised? Where are they sourced 

from? 

(1) Critical synthesis of 
literature 

 
(2) Articles identified for 
comprehensive UTS 
application 
  
(3) Indicator catalogue as an 
initial baseline and platform 
for improving assessment 
reliability, validity, and 
coverage 
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The 18 expert interviews in Paper II were thematically analysed utilising 

the Multiple Streams Framework (MSF) (Kingdon, 1984) for policy analysis. 

Thematic analysis refers to the process of identifying repeating themes in the 

material (Flick, 2018). Some coding categories were developed according to 

the MSF and prior to coding the material. Inductive material-driven codes 

were added during the coding to capture the thematic content of the collected 

material in relation to the theory-driven MSF coding categories. Thematic 

analysis enables open and sensitive identification and analysis of perspectives, 

correspondences, and differences on a specific issue, as well as comparisons 

between cases when a thematic structure is applied (Flick, 2018). The case-

based views on the development of political agendas regarding UTS in 

Helsinki, Stockholm, and Oslo could thus be pinpointed with the thematic 

analysis of the material. Table 4 presents the specific RQs and scientific 

contributions relevant to the thesis. 

 

Table 4. Paper II research questions (RQs) and contributions to the thesis. 

Paper Specific RQs Contributes 

II 

RQ1.2.1 What forms the current 
sustainability focus of the 
transportation political 
agendas? 

 
RQ1.2.2 How and why did the 
political agenda develop to be 
as it is? 

Case-based explanatory and 
comparative: 

 
(1) UTS framings and political 
agenda formation over time 
  
(2) Occurred or occurring change 
and policy entrepreneurs  

 

 

In Paper III, the two national datasets provided a strong platform for exploring 

the relationship of diverse physical and socio-demographic variables on urban 

car ownership. The statistical analysis was three-fold and produced (1) a 

spatial representation of household car ownership classes (zero, one, and 

multiple), (2) influential physical urban features for each class, and (3) socio-

demographic variables descriptive of each class. The analysis took into account 

the entire HMA case area, as well as the three different types of physical urban 

environments, i.e., urban fabrics – walking, transit, and automobile as 

established by Newman, et al. (2016). The spatial representation was 

constructed using statistical GIS analysis, whereas factor analysis (FA) was 

applied to identify influential physical urban features, and latent class 

analysis (LCA) was utilised to identify the socio-demographic profiles for car 

ownership classes.  
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Furthermore, the voluntary and involuntary (including vulnerability) 

aspects of carlessness were analysed utilising the results of the LCA combined 

with residential areas and the established criteria that outlined three types 

of carlessness based on the analytical framework. This step was taken 

because the carless population can be treated as an indicator of functioning 

UTS policies and planning, as a carless lifestyle is enabled and supported by 

the urban environment and the linked transportation services 

(Nieuwenhuijsen and Khreis, 2016). However, carless citizens or households 

can also represent restricted mobility and vulnerability (Brown, 2017); thus, 

carless households were not treated as a monolith to indicate successful UTS 

throughout our analysis, but were further classified according to the 

dichotomy of carlessness that also considered social equity. The theory-based 

analysis was deductive, while the interpretation of findings from the case area 

included inductive thinking mirrored against the existing, limited research on 

the topic. The integrated analysis not only demonstrates the statistical 

relationship between physical urban form and socio-demographics for the first 

time regarding urban car ownership, but also allows detection of potential for 

lowering car use and vulnerability. Table 5 outlines the specific RQs and 

contributions of Paper III. 

 

Table 5. Paper III research questions (RQs) and contributions to the thesis. 

Paper Specific RQs Contributes 

III 

RQ1.3.1 What is the spatial 
representation of varying 
household car ownership classes 
(0, 1, and multiple)?  
 
RQ1.3.2 What are the influential 
physical urban features for these 
household car ownership 
classes?  
 
RQ1.3.3 What are the socio-
demographic variables related to 
these household car ownership 
classes within each urban fabric 
to reflect potential choices and 
constraints? 
 

Case-based: 

 
(1) Spatial representation of car 
ownership 

 
(2) Socio-demographic 
representation of car ownership 

 
(3) Influential physical and socio-
demographic characteristics 
integrated (i.e., statistical 
significance) 

 
(4) Integrated theory-based 
exploration of vulnerability and car-
free mobility 
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4.3 LIMITATIONS OF METHODOLOGY 

The methodological limitations and risks in terms of validity and reliability 

were carefully identified and mitigated ahead of the data collection and 

analysis undertaken in this thesis. While both quantitative and qualitative 

research come with limitations that need consideration, quantitative 

approaches can be controlled for with established statistical testing and 

procedures, whereas qualitative approaches include the role and perceptions 

of the investigator themself, as well as the subject of investigations, that need 

addressing to ensure reliability (Flick, 2018; Queirós, Faria, & Almeida, 2017). 

This section discusses the identified limitations and the ways they were 

addressed regarding data collection, data analysis, and finally the general 

scope and limits of the thesis. 

 

In data collection, the scoping of literature for the systematic review 

(Paper I) through search sequences utilising three scientific databases may 

have left out some relevant sources. The looser search sequences were utilised 

with Google Scholar to retrieve potentially relevant literature that the stricter 

search sequences did not yield. Additionally, choosing to focus on peer-

reviewed academic articles only, to control for quality and scientific validity of 

the material, excluded grey literature from the analysis – some of it surely 

relevant and valid (Xiao and Watson, 2019). However, the academic focus 

functioned as a way of ensuring quality through peer-review and limiting the 

amount of literature to ensure investigator resources. 

As for the semi-structured interviews, the sample was critical to ensuring 

the representativeness of different viewpoints and thus the reliability of the 

results (Flick, 2018). The final sample could have been more representative in 

terms of including all political parties in government instead of only the largest 

ones. However, all interviewees represent leaders and expertise within the 

municipal transportation sector, thus the sample size of 18 is highly 

representative of leadership and expertise in the three case cities due to the 

limited pool of potential interviewees in such leading positions. 

Paper III represents the only purely quantitative analysis in this thesis 

(albeit carlessness typologies are partially rooted in previously published 

qualitative research), and it utilised existing databases for its data. Some 

variables were excluded from the analysis due to sample size and data coverage 

limitations. Notably, household income could not be included, but instead a 

combination of second-home ownership, employment, and education level 

variables were applied as a proxy for household affluence. 

 

In data analysis, the systematic literature review follows an established 

frame of reference for the method across different fields from sampling to 

analysis (Xiao and Watson, 2019). Coder bias poses a risk to reliability 

(Neuendorf, 2002) in Papers I and II. To ensure coder reliability and to control 

for coder bias, an intercoder reliability test was conducted in Paper I to first 
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test the category coverage and structure of the questionnaire, and second to 

ensure reliable results (Krippendorf, 2004). Moreover, coder reliability (and 

elimination of coder bias) was ensured by carefully planning and testing the 

coding framework, using two independent coders (the review authors), and 

adjusting the framework, existing codes, and new material-based codes based 

on initial inconsistencies. Two full coding rounds followed, producing two sets 

of comparable data with the few persisting differences undergoing triple-

checking against the material.  

In Paper II, the MSF was applied as a strong basis that influenced the 

interview structure and content and structured the thematic analysis. The 

MSF guided the analysis and minimised coder bias in analysing the material 

and interpreting the results by clearly establishing a focus for the enquiry on: 

problems (within the transportation system and regarding governance), 

policies (key policies and measures, and potential policy solutions), politics 

(key actors, and debates around specific policies), and change (occurred, and 

currently occurring) – and what they were, when they emerged, and why (how) 

they emerged. All material-based codes that captured the case-based context 

were thus attached to the MSF components (theory-driven codes). However, 

as Paper II was a single-author paper, no specific intercoder reliability test 

could be performed beyond supervisor guidance and commentary on the 

thematic analysis and coding framework.  

The validity and reliability of the FA and LCA analyses undertaken in 

Paper III were statistically tested and approved (see the Methods and Results 

sections in Paper III). Additionally, all statistical analyses in Paper III were 

generalised from the citizen level to the household level and onto the 250 × 

250m grid utilised by the GIS database. This generalised the level of detail in 

the analysis. Perhaps the main limitation was the lack of data on personal 

motivations, feelings, and perceptions on mobility, car ownership, and 

vulnerability in the analysis – which are all influential in mobility choices (see 

e.g., Beirão and Sarsfield Cabral, 2007; Bozovic, Stewart, Hinckson, & Smith, 

2021; Ettema and Nieuwenhuis, 2017; Steg, 2005; von Behren, Bonisch, 

Niklas, & Chlond, 2020; Xu, Yuan, & Li, 2019). 

 

The overall limitations of this thesis revolve around the scope and data 

coverage, as well as the resulting diversity of included viewpoints. The focus is 

on local policy-making and planning (covering the general policy cycle steps, 

as established in Section 3), but no viewpoints from the private sector were 

included, for example. Governance refers widely to local government, 

markets, and the civil society (Lange, et al., 2013); thus, the exclusion of the 

viewpoints of the private sector or more diverse actors beyond the government 

and citizens (e.g., other experts or researchers) could be seen as a limitation in 

this thesis. However, the focus here is on policy-making and planning (a 

responsibility of the local government), and the private sector is abundantly 

referenced and discussed in the interview material.  
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Additionally, interdisciplinary research – despite increasing validity of 

outcomes by utilising mixed methods and diverse data sources, for example –

comes with some challenges of its own that need be addressed. First, 

identifying disciplines relevant to a complex phenomenon may be challenging, 

but this can be mitigated by exploring existing research literature extensively 

to detect which disciplines have contributed to the topic of interest (Newell, et 

al., 2001). Such an explorative approach was applied throughout this thesis by 

focusing on transportation research that originates from, and relates to, very 

diverse disciplines. Second, it may be difficult to distinguish between 

behaviour, system structure, and the phenomenon itself, which can be 

overcome by focusing on understanding the patterns displayed by the 

behaviour of that system (and its structure) (Newell, et al., 2001). Here, I focus 

on understanding how and why UTS (phenomenon) is conceptualised, 

operationalised, and realised (behavioural pattern) in local policy-making 

and planning (system and structure) as it is, and furthermore what 

implications this has on sustainability transitions (phenomenon, again). 

Third, applied frameworks may be too general to capture specific problems; 

and fourth, relationships may have to be excluded to present an expressive 

analysis (Tapio and Willamo, 2008). The integrative framework applied in this 

thesis is simple, yet relevant to the research problem. But as noted above, some 

relationships, the private sector for example, were excluded from the data 

sources. Finally, to avoid a narrow scope that would lead to narrow views and 

narrow measures (Tapio and Willamo, 2008) within this thesis, multiple 

viewpoints on UTS were utilised. 
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5 RESULTS 

The results obtained in Papers I, II, and III are presented here as individual 

sections according to the paper RQ and specific research questions presented 

in each paper to guide the investigation. These results are then synthesised to 

answer the thesis RQ1 in Section 6. 

Paper I constructs a missing baseline for conceptualisations and 

operationalisations with an assessment focus. These choices made regarding 

assessments and monitoring of UTS also relate to framings presented in 

policy-making and planning, and they influence the realities that are pursued 

as a result. Paper II moves this thesis towards the process of UTS policy-

making and planning and runs through the policy cycle and the embedded 

conceptual and operational discussions on sustainability in the political field. 

Additionally, it opens the door for analysing the reality perceived in cities, by 

first considering the reality from the points of view of politicians and planners, 

and second, paving the way for the analysis of citizen perspectives in Paper III. 

Paper III is oriented towards the realisation of UTS as the result of local policy-

making and planning, the results of which citizens live in and move through. 

It also considers the citizen aspect of UTS on a more conceptual level, while in 

practice evaluating the currently implemented urban context through its 

analytical framework. 

5.1  MONITORING AND COVERAGE 

Paper I asked how UTS was assessed in academia and produced a critical 

synthesis of UTS assessments in existing academic literature. Bibliometrics, 

research designs, assessment methods and objects, and utilised indicators and 

their sources were systematically recorded. Paper I reveals the state-of-the-art 

– most notably that the literature is fragmented, not cumulating knowledge, 

and mostly producing inconclusive assessment results – and provides an 

initial baseline for UTS assessments through an indicator catalogue and 

identifies progressive practices that comprehensively assess sustainability.  

 

 

The bibliometric analysis shows that the volume of academic UTS 

assessments steadily increased between 2002 and early 20191, and that most 

of the assessments originated from European, North American, and Asian 

institutions. No research conducted in African research institutions was 

represented in the sample. Whereas case studies (mostly in the Global North) 

were abundant, comparisons between cities (particularly international and 

                                                 
1 No limitations for publication year were set in the database inquiries. 
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intercontinental approaches) were scarce. A clear majority (60 articles) 

assessed all transportation modes on a city level. The popular system-level 

approach, however, did not match the indicators capturing cycling and 

walking that were much less utilised compared to indicators attached to 

motorised transportation that dominated the sample. 

As for applied methods and specific objects of assessment, nearly a 

third of the articles focused on indicator or assessment framework 

development on a more conceptual level (often through literature reviews), 

and applied that to assess a variety of issues – indicator suitability in itself, 

system performance, policies, or the built environment. Moreover, out of the 

99 articles, 72 introduced their own sets of indicators or frameworks for 

assessing sustainability, whereas only eight articles relied on previously 

established indicator systems, criteria, or frameworks in their assessments. 

Majority of the indicators applied were sourced from academic and grey 

literature. 

Multiple-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), modelling, and simulations 

presented the other popular group of methods, accounting for another third of 

the articles. MCDA was mostly tied to policy assessments, to modelling for 

assessing performance, to policies, and to developing planning tools diversely. 

Scenarios were naturally applied to develop future scenarios. Geographic 

Information Systems (GIS) were utilised at times to assess performance and 

the built environment with a focus on spatial distribution, e.g., related to 

different modes, accessibility, and connectivity. Performance evaluations were 

often conducted using statistical analyses as main methods. Additionally, 

documentary analysis was applied mainly to evaluate policies. 

Generally, use of participatory data collection methods2 was only limitedly 

applied or fell under MCDA expert inclusion, for example. This finding could 

also be linked to the low levels of inclusion of citizens in indicator sourcing, as 

compared to experts or practitioners, recorded in the sample. Additionally, the 

object of assessments was seldom citizen perceptions or behaviour.  

 

Paper I also thematically synthesised an indicator catalogue that 

comprised the 2,396 referenced indicators in the sample articles. The 

referenced indicators were reorganised under thematic groups and combined 

to erase any overlap without making them less specific than initially. The 

frequency of use and range of applied indicators were the highest for 

emissions, pollution, energy and resource use, land-use, accessibility, 

accidents, and the more technical modal share, traffic, motorisation rates, and 

trip-related indicators. See Table 3 in Paper I for a full list of most frequently 

applied indicators. 

Notably, the focus of assessments was on quantitative aspects of 

sustainability, e.g., emissions, accidents, and physical accessibility. 

                                                 
2 The participatory data collection methods referred to here and throughout the results of Paper I 

   consisted of, e.g., interviews, expert panels, focus groups, workshops, observations, and surveys. 
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Simultaneously, a lack of attention to qualitative and socially significant, 

citizen-oriented issues, such as feelings of safety, perceptions, and even health, 

was clearly identified. The utilisation of a diverse and comprehensive set of 

indicators was often limited by data availability, challenges in processing data, 

and the feasibility, measurability, reliability, applicability, sensitivity, 

relevance, independence, and standardisation of indicators. Sometimes only 

popular indicators were selected for the analysis. Additionally, local or 

temporal contexts limited the relevance of some potential indicators. These 

were self-identified limitations by sample article authors. The limitations in 

indicator use yielded limitations in sustainability coverage, and as noted by the 

sample article authors, caused inconclusiveness in terms of sustainability 

assessment results. 

  

A subset of 33 comprehensive, exemplar articles was presented 

according to established criteria. Importantly, social sustainability and diverse 

actors were celebrated and emphasised in these articles, with many focusing 

on quality of life, liveability, local communities, and vulnerable groups. 

Furthermore, the indicator selection processes were more participatory than 

in the rest of the sample. This subset functions as best practice in terms of 

comprehensively assessing sustainability within the urban transportation 

sector. 

5.2 AGENDA FORMATION AND SOLUTIONS 

Paper II asked how UTS was framed and pursued in policy-making and 

planning locally, and explored the development of political agendas within the 

urban transportation sectors of Helsinki, Stockholm, and Oslo through the 

lens of sustainability. Utilising the MSF as an analytical framework, locally 

relevant problems, policies, politics, and policy windows were identified. Most 

prominently, the results revealed an environmental and emissions-related 

focus in policies and framings of the UTS discussion throughout, with cars as 

a major political debate, neglect towards many social aspects of sustainability, 

and limitedly understood citizen diversity. However, changes had to some 

extent occurred, or were currently occurring, due to growing awareness, 

international planning trends, and individual political entrepreneurs. 

 

A dominant focus on environmental sustainability, particularly through 

carbon emissions, was detected in all three case cities. The fixation on carbon 

emissions was linked to (globally) grown awareness of climate change amongst 

the public and decision-makers, and this concern has been operationalised in 

local emission reduction goals and selection criteria for key measures. Climate 

change was perceived as an aspect of sustainability planning that currently 

cuts across the political field with little resistance to acknowledging it as a 

severe problem that needs addressing. This was visible in the assessments that 
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cities enacted that tended to cover emissions and other quantifiable aspects of 

sustainability (e.g., traffic volumes, trips, ridership, accidents, and air 

pollution). One Oslo interviewee emphasised the importance of showing the 

rather abstract climate and sustainability measures concretely to the public, 

e.g., by also implementing measures that increase attractiveness and quality 

of the everyday urban landscape. This was identified as a way of gaining public 

support for already-implemented and upcoming sustainability policies, as 

people had positively responded to the benefits they gained physically or 

socially. 

Another central sustainability aspect influential and effective in policy-

making and planning was safety. It must be noted that safety, as applied here, 

mostly focused on accidents and fatalities instead of feelings, and was linked 

to the Zero vision approach in all case cities. Feeling of safety was, however, 

noted as a problem in Oslo, as cyclists and pedestrians perceive traffic as 

dangerous. This problem created a channel for pushing for progressive car-

restricting measures as a matter of safety. Furthermore, new initiatives were 

introduced to, for example, increase the safety of children by limiting traffic 

around schools – something noted as very effective, as voting against the safety 

of children is politically unacceptable. Safety was thus identified as a 

functional framing for advancing UTS measures and policies under a different 

name. 

Similarly, the lack of a modal programme for car travel development (due 

to heated political debates, presented in detail below) was linked to the 

development of other modes and general speed limits, for example to 

indirectly regulate car travel in Helsinki. In Stockholm, the push for electric 

cars and cycling was additionally linked to avoiding direct conflict with pro-

car parties and car users, as these two measures do not, on their own, 

redistribute the space currently occupied by cars. These phenomena were 

attached to a larger discussion over the importance of politically 

accepted strategies and programmes, and to a broader framing of, for 

example, the car traffic problem, by the interviewees. In Helsinki, the 

interviewees generally identified the presence of guiding policies, or policy 

documents that outline the direction towards UTS, essential to drafting and 

adopting measures and plans that advance sustainability. Having support in 

the form of official strategies limits the debates on and questioning of 

progressive sustainability measures, as they are in line with already-accepted 

political direction. All case cities recognised the importance of individual 

transportation policy documents that established a modal hierarchy. The 

acceptance of these documents in case cities was seen as a push for UTS, as it 

enabled politicians and planners to plan against the car. A Stockholm 

interviewee referred to it as a shift in thinking. Additionally, a Helsinki 

interviewee critically approached the city’s own policies, stating that Helsinki 

is good at communicating and marketing its sustainability goals and plans to 

others, but that issues persist in implementing those. This represented a self-

identified mismatch between agenda setting and implementation.  
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Car travel was identified as the biggest UTS challenge in all MSF streams 

in all case cities. Despite the politically solidified establishment of a modal 

hierarchy, the implementation of car-regulating measures has not been 

guaranteed. Oslo and Stockholm interviewees generally noted that car 

advocacy remains strong, yet they have been able to move forward with car-

use regulation – much to do with public acceptance of measures (as compared 

to the resourceful and organised, economically powerful pro-car minority in 

each city) that shows in official elections and the popularity of, for example, 

the Green Parties that have advocated for UTS in both cities successfully. Oslo 

managed to introduce a toll system in 1990, whereas Stockholm implemented 

congestion charges in 2006. These were noted as essential measures that, 

together with the established modal hierarchy, have opened a window for 

regulating car travel by also closing streets from cars or removing parking 

spaces.  

Helsinki is one step behind in this regard, as the modal hierarchy has 

not been accompanied by any major measure directly aimed at cars. The 

debate was noted to have culminated, for the time being, in disputing the 

amount of municipal parking in Helsinki – related to both struggles to regulate 

emissions from traffic, as well as redistribution of space. In Helsinki, the pro-

car movement was also stated to include powerful individuals (i.e., policy 

entrepreneurs) within the government that have successfully resisted changes 

to the modal status quo. Furthermore, Helsinki is the only case city where the 

interviewees mentioned the fear of losing voters due to progressive UTS 

policies as a major driving force for political inactivity in this matter. This 

situation is practically in contradiction of Oslo and Sweden, where individual 

politicians or parties had strongly advocated for changes despite criticism. 

Much of the heated car debate was framed to the pro-car movement’s inability 

to recognise its own privileges that stem from a long history of car-oriented 

planning. The interviewees noted that the last decade or so of planning for 

other modes has slowly yielded results in travel behaviour, and that the short-

term impact is not a reliable timeframe for evaluating such changes. The slow 

behavioural changes were identified as an argument by the pro-car movement 

against investing in other modes. Thus, even with the emission focus of 

policies, all cities struggled with regulating the main source of emissions.  

Key policies and measures consisted of developing the competitiveness 

and coverage of rail networks, cycling, walking, and PT capacity in all case 

cities. Moreover, transit-oriented development (TOD) and central building 

were unanimously deemed essential and interlinked to transportation 

sustainability. Additionally, both Oslo and Stockholm identified electrification 

of the system as a priority, with emerging opportunities to redistribute space 

from cars to other modes and people. Helsinki displayed the same visions but 

is yet to implement them due to political resistance. However, important car-

regulating decisions were made in the past by rejecting highway projects in 

urban cores, in Helsinki (in the 1970s) and Oslo (in 2015), which ideologically 
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steered transportation planning away from the car-centric approach to some 

extent.  

Neglect in policy-making and planning mainly revolved around social and 

qualitative issues. This lack of focus could also be linked to policy solutions 

that are highly relevant to the population (according to the UTS paradigm) but 

were yet to gain larger political support, e.g., free public transportation (PT). 

Oslo and Stockholm both noted issues in social equity, accessibility, and 

inclusion between different city districts, and that including minorities or the 

most vulnerable through public participation presents a challenge. 

Additionally, connecting with people who do not use PT to ask them why not 

and attracting them to using it were identified as something to develop. 

Generally, resourceful people who are unhappy were deemed the loudest, 

whereas the happy majority stays silent. To truly promote sustainable 

mobility, better understanding of different people, e.g., through their culture, 

gender, or age, was stated to be necessary to develop. Even though liveability, 

attractiveness, and people-oriented planning were identified as strong trends 

in all cities, understanding, inclusion, and evaluation of diverse social issues 

were mentioned as challenging. Related to data, scattered and unmanaged 

data presented a major issue in Helsinki’s decision-making. Generally, some 

interviewees noted that the data coverage on sustainability was fine, whereas 

some raised questions over social issues in particular. Furthermore, Helsinki 

interviewees noted a need to consider the proposed solutions more critically 

and to look for radical alternatives (something currently restricted by 

insufficient resources). Broader education on sustainability was 

mentioned as a way to develop this thinking. An Oslo interviewee identified 

feminism as an emerging approach in UTS policy-making and planning that 

successfully combines equality and democracy in space use and allocation of 

funds. 

5.3 IMPLEMENTED URBAN CONTEXTS AND 
CARLESSNESS 

Paper III asked how UTS was visible through carless citizens locally and 

revealed the associations between different levels of household car ownership, 

differences in surrounding physical urban environments, and socio-

demographic backgrounds in the HMA urban core. Most notably, both 

physical and socio-demographic attributes were found influential to varying 

car ownership levels across the case area, and vulnerability was detected. The 

differences were most profound between the three urban fabrics – a good 

indication of typology reliability – and less defined within the fabrics. The 

results for the physical urban environment are presented first, followed by the 

socio-demographic results. 
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Household car ownership largely varied throughout the case study area 

and across the three different urban fabrics (walking, transit, and automobile). 

Carless households dominated the walking fabric, represented approximately 

half of the transit fabric, and were significantly less common in the automobile 

fabric. The automobile fabric showcased, first, a significant increase in general 

car ownership, as up to 70% of households own cars, and second, a clear 

increase in owning multiple cars. See Figures 2 and 3 in Paper III for details. 

For the case area as a whole, the influential features of urban 

environment (identified with FA) consisted of Increasing distance and 

decreasing density, Increasing detached house and decreasing apartment 

building proportions, and Decreasing house type diversity3. Here, 

“increasing distance” referred to distances to city centre by different modes, 

and “decreasing density” to workplace and population densities. The second 

factor, related to the share of detached houses and apartment buildings, also 

included some socio-demographic factor loadings, as a decrease in rental 

apartments and non-native languages in the population showed some 

significance. The third factor accounted for decreasing house type diversity 

and referred to increasing homogeneity amongst housing options. The factors 

were then linked to zero-, one-, and multiple-car households, which showed 

statistical significance between the fabrics but presented less differences 

within them. This finding indicated the validity of the urban fabrics typology 

utilised in segmenting the study area, as the urban environment appeared 

largely similar within the fabrics for car-owning and carless households. All 

factors associated with car-owning households, i.e., increased car ownership.   

 

LCA formed six different socio-demographic profiles for households. 

The six groups consisted of Lower education singles and couples, Higher 

education singles and couples, Pensioner couples, Families, Elderly female 

pensioners, and Students4. Out of these groups, families and pensioner 

couples were most linked to car ownership. Families rarely resided in the 

walking fabric and slightly more often in the automobile than transit fabric. 

Pensioner couples resided slightly more frequently in the transit fabric. 

Notably, nearly all households in these groups had driver’s licences. LCA was 

also utilised to form groups of carless households specifically. The four 

classes that emerged were Lower education singles and couples, Students, 

Elderly female pensioners, and Higher education singles and couples. While 

similarly named as the LCA groups for the entire sample, the carless groups 

tended to be less affluent, own less driver’s licences, have smaller household 

sizes, be younger or older, or include slightly more women. Generally, 

households differ socio-demographically in a way in which increased 

household size and affluence are associated with increased car ownership. 

However, a carless group that radically differed from the others was Higher 

                                                 
3 Factors were labelled according to the most significant factor loadings. 

4 Groups were labelled according to the most prominent features in each group. 
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education singles and couples, in which people almost always had a driver’s 

licence and were affluent and able to reside centrally; this socio-demographic 

profile combined with residential areas signalled voluntary carlessness. As for 

the other carless household groups, determining whether carlessness is 

voluntary or involuntary is challenging for households residing in walking and 

transit fabrics. Their mobility was unlikely restricted, however, the carless 

households residing in the automobile fabric (where a carless lifestyle is 

difficult or impossible, according to the urban fabrics typology) were present 

in the sample. These households likely represent involuntary carlessness and, 

above all, vulnerability in terms of restricted mobility. Elderly female 

pensioners in particular fell under this categorisation, as they also rarely 

owned driver’s licences and were more likely to reside in the automobile fabric 

as compared to other carless groups. Students were importantly linked to 

supported central and accessible housing, which protects them from a 

vulnerable position despite their lower levels of affluence. 

 

Also, the association between different car ownership classes and features of 

the urban environment and socio-demographics was statistically studied. The 

results demonstrate that both the urban environment and socio-

demographics were meaningful to different types of car ownership in the 

study area. Again, differences within the fabrics were less defined than across 

the entire HMA urban core. Additionally, regarding carless households, the 

largest differences in associations were detected between Higher education 

singles and couples and Elderly female pensioners. Differences between 

household characteristics, car ownership, residential areas, and the related 

accessibility were clear throughout the analysis. Carless households (i.e., 

citizens) represented on one hand urban environments that advance 

sustainable transportation, and on the other hand restricted mobility and 

vulnerability – both of which were detected through this integrated analysis in 

the case area. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

This thesis contributes to the understanding of urban transportation 

sustainability (UTS) conceptualisation, operationalisation, and realisation in 

local transportation policy-making and planning. Table 6 summarises the 

main scientific findings of the papers in relation to RQ1 (A) and (B). I 

synthesise them to produce perspectives spanning the policy cycle on varying 

conceptualisations (Sub-section 6.1), selective operationalisations (Sub-

section 6.2), and realised and unrealised changes (Sub-section 6.3) of 

sustainability.  

 

Table 6. Summary of results from Papers I-III in relation to overall thesis RQ1. 

  Answers 
RQ1 

Paper Main results (A) (B) 

I 

Assessments focus on the Global North and largely 
neglect the rapidly urbanising Global South.  

x x 

Assessments limitedly include diverse stakeholders 
(beyond academic and planning experts) and citizen 
knowledge in indicator sourcing. 

x x 

Assessments tend to follow existing data and 
quantitative easy-to-measure aspects. 

x x 

Assessments are inconclusive (and incomparable) due to 
selective sustainability coverage with little effort 
presented to amend these limitations. 

x x 

Indicator use is highly varied and non-cumulative. New 
indicators, frameworks, or assessment tools are 
presented in most articles with few references to prior 
work. 

x x 

Many social and qualitative aspects of sustainability are 
marginalised or vaguely referenced. Additionally, 
indicator coverage focuses on motorised transportation. 

x x 

An indicator catalogue was established to create an 
initial baseline for conceptualising and operationalising 
sustainability in assessments.  

x  

Exemplary assessments that address sustainability 
comprehensively and apply diversity of sources and 
approaches were identified and introduced as best 
practice. 

x  

II 
Policy-making and planning focuses on environmental 
sustainability (carbon emissions) and safety. 

x x 
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Growing awareness of climate change alongside 
European liveability trends influence political agendas in 
the case cities. 

x x 

Public support is key. Oslo notes the need to pair abstract 
sustainability measures with locally concrete measures 
for the citizens to enjoy. Helsinki identifies a political 
fear of losing voters due to progressive UTS policies as a 
challenge. 

 x 

“Masking” sustainability (and particularly car-
restricting) policies as, e.g., safety measures is found 
more effective than an “open” sustainability framing for 
action. 

x x 

Politically accepted programmes are needed for 
direction and support. Lack of them is challenging to the 
planning process. 

x x 

Cars present the biggest challenge in all case cities. The 
debate is purely political, and powerful actors inside and 
outside the municipal government are found in each city.  

 x 

Politically established modal hierarchy is noted as key to 
UTS in each city. However, it does not guarantee 
decisions and planning that would regulate car traffic but 
requires an additional push from a politically accepted 
car-regulating measure. Oslo and Stockholm have 
succeeded in this, whereas Helsinki is yet to do so. 

 x 

Social and qualitative aspects of sustainability are mostly 
neglected. Qualitative and diverse data and knowledge 
on these issues is limited. 

x x 

Abundant yet scattered data presents issues in decision-
making. 

 x 

Policy windows have opened in the past due to collective 
political decisions (e.g., against highway projects), 
individual politicians, and climate awareness. Currently 
liveability and attractiveness shift the thinking towards 
people, spatial redistribution, and more democratic use 
of streets. 

x x 

III 

Both physical urban features and socio-economic 
variables associate with varying car ownership. 

 x 

Varying car ownership closely follows the urban fabrics 
division and differs between them. 

x x 

Increasing distance to the city centre; decreasing 
densities, increasing proportion of detached houses and 
decreased proportion of apartment buildings; and a 
decreasing house type diversity associate with increased 
household car ownership. 

 x 

Increased car ownership associates with increased 
affluence and larger family sizes. Families and pensioner 
couples are most likely to own a car. 

 x 
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Carless households are typically smaller in size, older or 
younger, less affluent, slightly more female-dominant, 
and own less driver’s licences than car-owning 
households. Carless Higher education singles and 
couples represent an exception and most likely voluntary 
“car-freedom”. 

 x 

Some carless households reside in the automobile fabric, 
which signals restricted mobility and vulnerability. 
Elderly female pensioners represent a large, potentially 
vulnerable carless group in the case area. 

 x 

An integrated theory-based categorisation of different 
types of carlessness was established to detect 
vulnerability and successfully planned areas for 
sustainable mobility through the carless population. 

x x 

 

6.1 ON VARYING CONCEPTUALISATIONS 

Based on my systematic literature review and policy analysis 

results, framing UTS mainly through environmental sustainability is 

palpable in both academic assessments (internationally), as well as municipal 

policy-making and planning (in the Nordics). Such dominant focus on 

environmental sustainability is also evident in previous literature (Jeon and 

Amekudzi, 2005; Marsden, et al., 2010; Pearsall and Pierce, 2010). In the case 

cities (Paper II), policy-makers and planners identified the growing global and 

local awareness of climate change among the public and politicians as the 

driving force behind targeting carbon emissions. This finding relates to 

previously suggested pairing between global climate change awareness and the 

establishment of local sustainability goals (see e.g., May, 2013). As derived 

from the results of Paper II, the dominant emissions-based framing directly 

influences agenda setting, measure selection, and evaluations, as carbon 

emission reductions functioned as the central criterion in measure 

prioritisation. 

Safety presents another core framing for UTS policies in practice. The 

operationalisation of it is quantitative for the most part, as the number of 

accidents and fatalities are both closely monitored and embedded in policies 

through Zero vision approaches in all case cities (in Paper II). Zero vision is a 

commonly applied guideline in public policy that aims at zero deaths and 

serious injuries from road traffic (Safarpour et al., 2020). The quantitative 

aspects of safety are also prominently represented in sustainability 

assessments, as identified in Paper I. The safety framing is interesting in that 

in Oslo it is identified as an effective political tool to push for, for example, 

street-calming and car-regulating policies with little political resistance, as 

compared to other more direct framings, e.g., related to sustainability or 

redistribution of space from cars to other modes. Existing literature notes the 

simultaneous importance of feelings of safety (Gössling, 2020) and a lack of 
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empirical attention towards them, and that perceptions are largely studied 

through PT surveys or focus groups (Delbosc and Currie, 2012). Additionally, 

car users are catered with a feeling of safety through marketing, while citizens 

relying on other transportation modes await the creation of safe spaces and 

infrastructure not dominated by cars (Gössling, 2020).   

 

While emissions and the climate currently steer the local conceptualisation 

and operationalisation of sustainability in the case cities presented here, 

social issues are simultaneously pushed aside, corroborating with 

existing literature (see e.g., Affolderbach and Schulz, 2017; Pearsall and Pierce, 

2010). It is important to emphasise that while the economic dimension is not 

necessarily separately utilised as a frame, nor significantly operationalised in 

assessments beyond revenue and economic efficiency as also noted by Jeon 

and Amekudzi (2005), it is treated as a definitive borderline, or the ultimate 

budgeting-and-resources frame for all action, referenced throughout the case 

city material (in Paper II). Thus, the framings of sustainability mainly revolve 

around emissions, air pollution to some extent, safety, traffic and capacity, and 

funding as an enabler of the realisation of various UTS framings and agendas 

– visible in the results of Papers I and II, and thus spanning across the policy 

cycle. 

Liveability and attractiveness, alongside the newly rediscovered people-

oriented planning, are identified as influential global trends both in Paper II 

results and in existing literature (Nieuwenhuijsen and Khreis, 2016). Recently, 

liveability and attractiveness approaches in UTS planning have additionally 

been discovered to be influenced and motivated by economic benefits rather 

than the advancement of social equity (e.g., Olesen, 2020; Reigner and Brenac, 

2019). Still, these trends do not only attach to mobility, but also to culture. 

Such mobility cultures, particularly regarding cycling, are pursued by cities to 

increase the share of sustainable transportation modes (Gössling, 2013). The 

broader cultural thinking is included in the urban fabrics approach, too, that 

pairs different urban environments and functions with different mobility 

lifestyles (Newman, et al., 2016). Despite these socially and qualitatively 

oriented trends, the case cities struggle to address social and qualitative issues 

alongside diverse citizen perceptions and needs. The amount of public 

participation has increased and its methods have expanded in the case cities, 

but problems persist in connecting with and addressing minorities, and 

vulnerable groups; thus, the diversity of the entire population is insufficiently 

captured, as outlined by the interviewees. These issues – social equity, 

vulnerability, and sensitive understanding of diverse realities – are lacking 

from problem definition, agenda setting, measure selection (and implemented 

measures), and evaluations based on the findings of both Papers I and II. Yet 

the local existence of vulnerability, diversity, and the significance of socio-

demographics for mobility are empirically highlighted in Paper III (for 

Helsinki). Placing vulnerability and social issues in the centre of sustainability 

framings is called for within the UTS paradigm itself (Banister, 2008) and in 
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empirical literature on sustainability policies (Pearsall and Pierce, 2010). This 

thesis empirically distinguishes the need to widen the applications of UTS in 

practice, and thus corroborates with these statements.  

 

Alternative framings that could widen (or change) the current 

conceptualisation also emerged from the papers. The subsample of exemplary 

assessments identified in Paper I emphasises a comprehensive tri-

dimensional approach to UTS (both conceptually, and as operationalised in 

assessments), and additionally highlights social equity, quality of life, and 

diverse actors as knowledge sources. The redistribution of space towards 

walking, cycling, and PT, i.e., reclaiming the space currently unfairly allocated 

towards cars, has prominently emerged as a UTS framing in academia and in 

practice (e.g., Gössling, et al., 2016; Manaugh, et al., 2015; Marleau Donais, et 

al., 2022), as also demonstrated in Paper II cases. Paper II additionally raises 

the idea of feminism as an emerging urban transportation planning approach 

– similarly identified by e.g., Schwanen (2018), who notes that feminist social 

sciences could benefit the transportation field through enforcing local voices, 

diversity, and rethinking the Western power structures, and further explored 

by e.g., Kronsell, Dymén, Rosqvist Smidfelt & Winslott Hiselius (2020). A 

Paper II interviewee does not only frame feminism in relation to UTS through 

just redistribution of space and democratic streets (as outlined by e.g., 

Gössling, et al. (2016) and referenced by Holden, et al. (2020) in their low-

mobility society narrative), but additionally attaches the reallocation of money 

through charging dominantly car-driving men and redistributing the funds 

towards other modes of transportation that are accessible to everyone – thus 

enhancing accessibility for and societal position of women and minorities in 

Oslo. However, contrary evidence against such desired effect on cyclist 

diversity also exists (Aldred, Woodcock, & Goodman, 2016; Haustein, 

Kroesen, & Mulalic, 2020). 

As a counter-framing to the aforementioned ones, the established, 

powerful, and resourceful pro-car advocacy movements identified in all case 

cities in Paper II also employ and push for a conceptualisation of 

sustainability. This framing is based on maintaining the status quo of urban 

transport that benefits car users at the expense of others, stemming from 

decades of car-centred decision-making and planning (Gössling, et al., 2016; 

Hrelja and Rye, 2022; Nieuwenhuijsen and Khreis, 2016; Sheller and Urry, 

2000). However, as noted by an interviewee, people-oriented planning and 

democratic street space is actually much more historical than the car-

dominant reality introduced during the 20th century. The interviewees 

additionally perceived that those using the pro-car framing employed 

arguments with no factual basis. This framing can be attached, for example, to 

mind-sets and attitudes that lead to political lobbying (see e.g., Heinonen, 

Czepkiewicz, Árnadóttir, & Ottelin, 2021; Mattioli, Roberts, Steinberger, & 

Brown, 2020), as outlined in previous literature. 
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Lastly, the integrated approach to physical urban environments, socio-

demographics, and the dichotomy of carlessness that is sensitive to 

vulnerability presents a people-oriented framing of UTS. Paper III statistically 

disclosed the significance of the components listed above, thus validating that 

citizens should not be framed as a monolith, and that sensitivity is needed to 

capture citizen realities within the urban context. The conceptualisation of 

UTS must accommodate both voluntary sustainable mobility and 

vulnerability, which can form side by side as a result of implemented polices. 

If generalised too much, the attention to detail and citizen realities is lost 

starting at the conceptual level, as demonstrated by the results of Paper III and 

the existence of different types of carlessness. 

 

Case-specifically, when it comes to different framings of sustainability, the 

evidence presented in Paper II displays a fairly narrow environmentally 

driven dominant conceptualisation, and mainly narrow 

alternatives for it across the case cities currently. The discussion in politics 

and planning immediately concentrates on emissions and car use (through 

three themes positioned against one another as alternatives: fossil fuel cars vs 

electric cars vs space used by cars), when innovative framings to push for more 

comprehensive and socially accountable sustainability could be utilised as 

effective and novel counter-arguments to navigate specifically challenging 

political debates (i.e., cars). In Oslo, safety presents a great example of an 

alternative approach utilised in the car traffic debate; politicians have 

successfully framed car-regulation policies and measures through the safety of 

children as a matter of the heart, making it socio-culturally immoral to vote 

politically against such initiatives (i.e., against the safety of children). 

Importantly, safety is perceived as a problem by the public in Oslo.  

The narrow conceptualisations make way for a self-enforcing vicious circle; 

as empirically demonstrated here, limited conceptualisations indeed heavily 

guide the process of implementation and the yielded realisation. As noted by 

the interviewees, the lack of political direction and binding policies reflects on 

lack of said direction in the later stages of decision-making and planning. For 

example, the non-existent policy for car travel development in Helsinki, or the 

lack of social sustainability objectives for transportation in all case cities, are 

identified as starting points for the loss of a more comprehensive UTS 

development. Furthermore, even in academic approaches to UTS monitoring, 

the same dominant framing is evident. Thus, not only does the skewed version 

of sustainability run through the policy cycle once, skewed assessments also 

reinforce the limited local application of sustainability, as data for the missing 

aspects is not produced due to its being neglected in the initial 

conceptualisation phase. This process may also be influenced starting from the 

assessments and available data (as suggested by the identified data limitations 

that reduce sustainability coverage in Paper I, and by Sdoukopoulos, et al. 

(2019)) that may steer cities towards measure and goal selection of readily 

available, easy-to-measure, and easy-to-achieve sustainability aspects 
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(detected also by e.g., Cottrill and Derrible, 2015; Toth-Szabo, 2012). Thus, it 

appears that the UTS journey does not take off smoothly in practice, which is 

problematic because these partial conceptualisations lead to, first, partial 

operationalisations and realities; and second, while claiming to be sustainable 

and creating a sustainability transition, they undermine and locally redefine 

what sustainability stands for – a concern also raised by Christen and Schmidt 

(2012) in terms of sustainability in general. 

6.2 ON SELECTIVE OPERATIONALISATIONS 

Locally established goals and measures that currently largely reflect the 

environmentally oriented conceptualisations (evident in the Nordic case cities 

and in previous literature, as stated above) are the critical link between how 

sustainability is perceived in policy-making and planning and what type of 

policies are implemented. Based on the empirical findings of my three case 

cities (in Paper II), I claim the studied process to be purely politically 

driven. First, this is not a radical position to take, due to representative 

democracy practiced in the Nordic case cities from which this finding is 

derived. Second, the politically driven top-down process comes with its 

implications as outlined here. It is not purely representative of the citizen 

viewpoint, e.g., as powerful individuals with strong links to the pro-car 

advocacy movement (note: a modal minority) were identified within the 

municipal government (particularly in Helsinki). They can be referred to as 

policy entrepreneurs (for increasing or maintaining the existing car traffic) or 

gatekeepers, as labelled by Hysing (2009). Furthermore, conflict avoidance 

with pro-car parties and the well-established, resourceful advocacy groups was 

identified as a persisting driving force for focusing on other modes or on the 

electrification of cars, instead of regulating car traffic or reallocating street 

space, in both Helsinki and Stockholm. This finding undermines the politically 

established modal hierarchy in the case cities and displays a situation where 

the operationalisation of a wider conceptualisation is politically rerouted. 

Similar path dependency towards car-oriented planning has been identified 

within Swedish local authorities, related to both discourses and infrastructure 

(Hrelja and Rye, 2022). The politically driven operationalisation also 

challenges day-to-day planning, as planners require established guidelines 

and a direction to follow. Currently, planners may face political resistance 

when they present solutions that, for example, regulate car use or decrease 

parking space, even though such solutions merely operationalise the 

commonly accepted goals and UTS direction (identified in Paper II and 

similarly by Tennøy, et al. (2016)). Corroborating previous literature 

(Newman, et al., 2016; Nieuwenhuijsen and Khreis, 2016; Sheller and Urry, 

2000; Urry, 2004), automobility is the politically heated path-dependent 

culmination of UTS planning. 
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As discussed above, local policy-makers are able to make decisions that 

contradict their own strategies and guidelines regarding UTS, as demonstrated 

most clearly through established modal hierarchy vs car regulation 

implementation in the case cities (in Paper II). However, the case of Oslo sets 

an example of political leadership that is not guided by conflict avoidance or 

fear, but instead by learning-by-doing and boldly focusing on the citizen 

majority instead of the powerful pro-car minority. This was to the contrary of 

what was identified in Helsinki, where politicians refrained from pushing for 

progressive UTS policies due to the political fear of losing voters and power in 

the next election (see Christiansen (2018) for more on political legitimacy and 

the effect of elections). An effect between upcoming elections and politically 

achieved success has also been identified in previous literature (Pearsall and 

Pierce, 2010), but as demonstrated here, it can function either as an attempt 

to achieve progressive success or to minimise chances of failure (as also 

discussed by Dudley (2013)). Oslo interviewees note that the majority of 

people are pleased with the political direction that is visible as a growth in 

popularity for the UTS policy entrepreneur parties in elections – and which is 

thus reflective of political legitimacy and congruence (Christiansen, 2018, 

2020). 

 

When planning for solutions, sustainability ought to be applied as the 

direction for all action and not merely as an add-on criterion, as identified by 

the interviewees in Paper II. This notion also relates to the need to rethink and 

develop the education, awareness, and capabilities of planners. Planners 

represent a diverse group of people who are expected (by academics) to 

address wicked sustainability problems through the tri-dimensional approach 

without preparing them for said task through education nor collaborating with 

them enough as is (as academics) (Mladenović and Eräranta, 2020). In the 

case cities, planners are, however, increasingly viewed as influencers of UTS 

policies as compared to before, as the decision-making processes in municipal 

governance have evolved towards interaction (according to the interviewees in 

all case cities), as also recommended in literature (Baumann and White, 2012). 

Additionally, with appropriate resources, the planning process could benefit 

the desired sustainability transition if solutions could be developed as radical 

alternatives side by side (as noted by an interviewee in Paper II). This finding 

can also be linked to the narrow local conceptualisations and selective 

operationalisations of sustainability that focus largely on emissions due to 

their quantitative nature and data availability (as compared to e.g., social 

issues), the technocratic take on urban planning of the past, and increased 

climate awareness (and the recent political consensus on its importance). A 

broader approach to UTS enables, ensures, and requires the consideration of 

diverse aspects of sustainability during the planning process (Pearsall and 

Pierce, 2010), and could offer a wider set of tools for policy-makers and 

planners, and as a result produce more comprehensively sustainable realities 

more effectively. 
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The day-to-day policy-making and planning involves the monitoring of 

developed and implemented solutions. Collectively, the findings gathered here 

point towards major issues in data and indicator coverage that lead to 

exclusion or marginalisation of mainly social and qualitative aspects of 

sustainability (based on Papers I and II). This operationalisation is, however, 

perfectly in line with the limited local conceptualisations of UTS in the Paper 

II case cities, as well as with previously identified limited sustainability 

assessments (e.g., Olofsson, et al., 2016; Rinaldi, et al., 2021; Sdoukopoulos, 

et al., 2019). The assessment subset identified in Paper I however 

demonstrates that a more comprehensive and diverse operationalisation of 

sustainability is possible. This notion can be linked to a wider debate in 

decision-making and planning about values, resources, and choices that are 

embedded in these processes. 

The findings in Paper II also construct a link between (monitoring) long-

term and short-term changes, restrictive and enabling measures, and pro-car 

advocacy. UTS evaluations in practice are meaningful usually only in the long 

term, as behavioural change is slow (discussed by e.g., Schwanen, Banister, &  

Anable (2012)). In the case of Helsinki, the implemented measures are 

oriented towards enabling rather than restrictive measures (see hard and soft 

measures by Bamberg, et al. (2011)), due to political resistance towards 

restrictive measures directed at cars. Thus, current measures yield results in 

the long term. However, slow behavioural change is criticised and politically 

utilised by the pro-car advocacy movement to prematurely label UTS measures 

as failures and to justify a need for car traffic due to reluctance of citizens to 

rely on other modes of transport. This advocacy combines both adversarial 

(Baumann and White, 2012) and failure discourse (Dudley, 2013) approaches 

to prevent changes in the transportation system that affect the existing car-

dominant hegemony. This pattern identified from the findings opens a wider 

discussion over the justification behind UTS operationalisation, also regarding 

the pro-car advocacy arguments.  I argue, based on my Paper II results, that a 

side ought to be chosen – if only enabling measures are implemented, then 

slow behavioural change must be accepted and embedded in monitoring, as 

opposed to restrictive measures that yield faster changes in behaviour. 

 

Revisiting the idea of representation, the findings throughout this thesis 

point towards exclusion of citizen diversity in practice. The issues revolve 

around lack of coverage in conceptualisations, and lack of knowledge and data 

in operationalisations, both in academic assessments and case city practices. 

In the case cities, these issues are connected to limited data on many relevant 

social features, such as age, sex, different cultures, and minorities, in relation 

to mobility, according to the collected material. Literature shows that e.g.,  

women are particularly affected by safety and security concerns, and scattered 

or complex presentation of information is challenging for people experiencing 

language barriers (Cottrill, Brooke, Mulley, Nelson, & Wright, 2020). 

Negligence towards such issues discourages users. Stockholm in particular 
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notes that the municipality currently fails to promote UTS when a diverse 

population and minorities (that are in fact quite large) are excluded from using 

sustainable modes of transport, e.g., due to language barriers or lack of 

understanding of cultural differences.  

Furthermore, there is a lack of participatory approaches for ensuring 

citizen inclusion in UTS assessment indicator sourcing and selection (as 

identified in Paper I); this directly marginalises citizen concerns and 

knowledge from assessment foci, unless it is otherwise pursued. In the (Paper 

II) case cities, a common finding was that resourceful people make themselves 

heard, and citizens with lower incomes and less time or resources are not 

included in the decision-making. These findings also relate to the planning for 

the most vulnerable approach embedded in sustainability. As identified in 

Paper II, UTS policies and plans can be oriented towards ensuring accessibility 

for all, or towards attracting car users to voluntarily shift to other modes, 

leading to potentially different measures. Similarly, UTS initiatives can be 

framed through rising land values and investment returns, which in turn 

increase local rents, potentially displacing local citizens (Olesen, 2020). The 

analytical framework and methodology applied in Paper III place this in the 

core of the analysis, and in fact acknowledge the diversity of the population 

and thus the need for sensitive monitoring to capture such differences in daily 

mobility. Lack of political support for social equity and citizen concerns 

directly leads to struggles in advancing them through plans (as identified by 

case city interviewees), and they are thus likely neglected in the resulting 

reality, too, as is evident in the case of Helsinki (Paper III). 

As noted, the growing interest towards people-oriented liveable and 

attractive cities is yet to fully impact established policy goals and measures, 

and to transform streetscapes and reclaim them from cars and for the people 

throughout the case city areas. Paper II also discovered that social issues are 

not clearly communicated in policy documents or in the media; they are 

decentralised and thus gain less attention. However, increased awareness of 

climate change, combined with sustainability embedded in education received 

by young adults, has manifested as increasing public pressure to address it 

politically (influence identified in all case cities), and potentially interlinked 

lower levels of driver’s licences acquired (also identified by Delbosc and Currie 

(2013)). This finding also echoes the message presented in Paper III to place 

the carless population in the centre of decision-making, likewise called for in 

literature (e.g., Nieuwenhuijsen and Khreis, 2016).  

6.3 ON REALISED AND UNREALISED CHANGES 

The realised changes in the case cities (Paper II) improve walking, cycling, 

PT, and urban development supporting the use of these modes. Car use is not 

necessarily regulated, but instead pushed towards electrification, for example. 

Thus, all modes are in some ways supported and developed. Assessments 
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appear to cover the entire transportation system on the city level, for the most 

part (Paper I). However, UTS policies and planning cannot simultaneously 

support sustainable modes and car use (as outlined by Banister (2008); 

instead, this prevents the transition towards a more sustainable system.  

A critical in-depth look at these realisations in the case cities reveals that 

cars are mainly regulated based on emission reductions, which leaves out the 

unjust distribution of urban space and the related social equity. Both the urban 

physical environment and social equity are, however, significant to diverse 

citizen mobilities and realities (Paper III). The spatial redistribution and 

liveability are however emerging and gaining political traction in all Paper II 

case cities. But, the currently dominant focus on car emissions does not 

challenge or change the status quo of the transportation system as the question 

of space and externalities of car use remain largely excluded from the key 

measures of sustainability planning. Furthermore, while the Paper I UTS 

assessments mainly cover the transportation system and all modes, when 

looking at the applied indicators, they mostly address motorised 

transportation. Data collected and utilised at the city level and in academic 

assessments also revolves around motorised transportation but is currently 

being developed to also capture, for example, walking and cycling. The current 

transportation systems in the Nordic case cities continue to be oriented 

towards the car (according to dominant framings, key measures, identified 

main problems, and assessments in Paper II), even when the use of other 

modes is simultaneously increasingly developed and progressing.  

Still, UTS is currently mostly advanced within the existing transportation 

system and its status quo in the Nordics. This observation has been similarly 

suggested by Marleau Donais, et al. (2022) in terms of street rejuvenation 

policies, and Tennøy (2010) regarding framings applied in planning. 

Exceptions are presented by the Paper I assessment subsample, case Oslo (for 

political leadership, toll ring, and efficient system electrification, see e.g., 

Wangsness, Proost, &  Rødseth (2020) and Hirschhorn, van de Velde, 

Veeneman, &  ten Heuvelhof (2020)), and to some extent case Stockholm (for 

successfully implementing congestion charging, see e.g., Dudley (2013) and 

Börjesson, Eliasson, Hugosson, & Brundell-Freij (2012)). Beyond these 

examples, my results reveal no other measures that would shift the status quo 

and implement the new UTS modal hierarchy in reality; few new data 

collection methods to increase coverage, and limited effort to increase the 

current understanding and knowledge particularly regarding different citizen 

realities. At the same time, the aforementioned pitfalls are recognised as 

problematic – and in need of addressing – and that to some extent are 

currently addressed in the case cities and in sustainability assessments, 

according to my research. This loops back to a widening framing and 

conceptualisation that influences the set goals that guide operationalisation. 

Change and UTS transition do not happen without changes in problem 

definition, agenda setting, solutions, and monitoring, which currently largely 

revolve around emissions, the politically heated car debate, and the 
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identification of further problems in need of attention in the case cities. Oslo 

and Stockholm have managed to pair some problems with solutions and 

opened a window of opportunity, whereas Helsinki still shows signs of political 

struggle that prevents larger local transitions for the time being. If 

sustainability has not been accepted by public administration, room for 

resistance towards UTS and the connected power struggles persist and hinder 

UTS results locally (Hysing, 2009). 

Changing the urban transportation system towards a more sustainable 

version is not a linear process. It includes interrelated steps and linked policy 

windows that together enable change, as demonstrated in Paper II. A 

politically accepted document about emission reductions or modal hierarchies 

does not automatically guarantee changes; and a policy solution that adheres 

to a politically established direction may face resistance upon adoption. As 

demonstrated by cases Oslo and Stockholm, once political direction is paired 

with the first car travel–regulating measure, the window for further UTS 

development is indeed open. The process in both cases included political will 

(and criticism that was surpassed) leading to irreversible success of the 

implemented measures. Still, even though the case cities conceptualise UTS 

through emissions as their dominant frame, all case cities continue to either 

struggle or are unable to regulate the largest source of transportation 

emissions, cars. 

Unrealised changes appear to revolve around the conceptually 

neglected aspects of sustainability that especially relate to the social 

sustainability dimension, as empirically identified in Papers I-III. For 

example, free PT initiatives that promote social equity (and identified as not a 

clear left–right debate in politics by Kębłowski (2020)) are discussed in 

Helsinki and Stockholm, but currently are not politically advanced nor gaining 

political momentum. Additionally, democratic redistribution of space appears 

to be a political debate due to cars and the interconnected historical privilege 

and power. The political unwillingness to address car travel is evident in 

Helsinki in particular. Local interviewees also raise concerns over who we plan 

for – as planning to attract car users to voluntarily switch away from cars has 

very different priorities and measures than advancing social equity to remove 

vulnerability and to ensure universal access to all (something that could in 

turn be addressed by the politically stagnant free PT). Paper III concretises 

this need to plan for the most vulnerable. 

6.4 FUTURE RESEARCH 

The scope of this thesis opens direction for future research. The relationship 

between, as well as the impact of, the detected framings in policy-making and 

planning in practice, i.e., climate awareness, liveability and attractiveness, 

safety, and the budding redistribution of space and feminism, ought to be 

studied further. In particular, their effectiveness in sustainability planning and 
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policy acceptance presents a topic of interest. It also relates to the critical 

approach to policies that are creations of politics – something not yet fully 

grasped in transportation policy research (Marsden and Reardon, 2017). 

Furthermore, critical and explorative approaches to education, awareness, 

and abilities of experts and planners is called for, even though some research 

already touches upon these issues (see e.g., Mladenović and Eräranta, 2020; 

Næss, Hansson, Richardson, & Tennøy, 2013; Tennøy, et al., 2016; Tennøy, 

2010). 

Stemming from the limitations of this thesis, exploration of citizen 

motivations related to urban carlessness, specifically from the viewpoint of 

voluntarily chosen car-freedom and vulnerability through restricted mobility, 

requires further work. This topic of interest can also be linked to the more 

general call for better understanding of qualitative and social aspects of 

sustainability within the transportation sector (e.g., Gössling, 2016; 

Sdoukopoulos, et al., 2019; Vecchio, Porreca, et al., 2020). It also relates to the 

identified issues in accounting for citizen diversity and reaching both the most 

vulnerable citizens and the happy majority outside elections. New framings for 

socially aware and inclusive policies are needed to internalise the social 

aspects of sustainability, but also new methods to connect with a more diverse 

population are required. The potential of social media has been limitedly 

covered thus far in transportation research (Sdoukopoulos, Nikolaidou, 

Pitsiava-Latinopoulou, & Papaioannou, 2018; Sdoukopoulos, et al., 2019) but 

has been successfully demonstrated elsewhere as a means to connect with the 

larger public and understand citizen behaviour (see e.g., Heikinheimo et al., 

2020).  

Lastly, touching upon larger governance issues, as well as organisational 

matters, is the integrated approach to transportation, land-use development, 

and housing markets. Within the empirical material (in Paper II), the housing 

market was continuously referenced as its own uncontrollable entity that 

challenges and displaces low-income households and sends mixed signals to 

the population about living centrally and not relying on cars, while 

simultaneously pushing them further from the centre and at times onto the 

automobile fabric (Paper III). The impact that the current environmentally 

sustainable, dense, connected, and attractive urban planning approach has on 

land values, and simultaneously on vulnerable population groups or lower-

income households through gentrification and the overall increase in living 

expenses, is evident from the empirical findings (Papers II and III) and from 

previous research (dicussed e.g., by Mattingly and Morrissey, 2014; Renne, 

Tolford, Hamidi, & Ewing, 2016; Simcock et al., 2021; Sterzer, 2017). Critical 

approaches to this growing problem with links to real-world policies and 

preferably to diverse stakeholders including the political sector (as called for 

by Marsden and Reardon, 2017) are needed. Also, a collaborative effort 

relevant for future research is presented by data management for municipal 

organisations; currently, the abundant, scattered, and varied data is 

unanimously recognised as a challenge in decision-making in all Paper II case 
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cities. Collaboration between different stakeholders, as well as within 

practitioners and academics, is generally called for in literature (by e.g., 

Baumann and White, 2012; Gonzalez-Feliu, Pronello, & Grau, 2018; Stead, 

2016; Vigar, 2017). 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis set out to critically explore how sustainability transforms from an 

idea into a reality in urban transportation policy-making and planning 

through an interdisciplinary policy analysis and mixed methods. The objective 

was to explore how sustainability is conceptualised, operationalised, and 

finally realised in local practice, and to examine the relationships of these to 

identify the impacts of varying sustainability foci. Three research papers 

incorporated viewpoints from academia, policy-makers and planners, and 

citizens on UTS along the different stages of the policy cycle.  

 

The papers generated an overview of the UTS assessment state-of-the-art 

(Paper I), a qualitative understanding of political agenda formation in three 

Nordic capital cities (Paper II), and an integrated view of statistically 

significant physical and socio-demographic features of urban carlessness and 

car ownership (Paper III). Each paper produced novel data on UTS and 

detected trends, limitations, and challenges within current local practices. The 

results of Paper I revealed that assessment literature is highly fragmented, 

negligent towards diverse stakeholders and citizen perceptions, and non-

cumulative regarding improved sustainability coverage and knowledge. 

Paper II discovered that the current political agendas are mainly framed 

through carbon emissions in the case cities, yet the proposed and implemented 

policies, for the most part, fail to regulate the most significant source of 

transportation emissions, i.e., cars. UTS is pursued through investments in PT, 

cycling, and walking, but the spatial redistribution and social issues within the 

transportation system still present challenges, e.g., blind spots in knowledge 

and the resulting narrow framings, problem definitions, agendas, measures, 

and monitoring. Case Oslo positively demonstrates how fearless political 

leadership combined with innovative policies targeted at emissions, daily 

physical living environments, and e.g., safety framings, open a window for 

significant changes and induce public support, while shifting the policy-

making and planning discourse. The results of Paper III demonstrated that 

both the physical urban environment and socio-demographics are influential 

when considering car ownership and carlessness. Carlessness cannot as such 

be utilised as an indicator of UTS, since it includes different types of 

carlessness that fall along the spectrum from carlessness with unrestricted 

mobility to carlessness with restricted mobility and vulnerability, as 

empirically discovered within the HMA case area. 

The main contribution of this thesis lies in the integrated perspectives 

synthesised from the diverse viewpoints that cover the policy cycle as a whole, 

and link the UTS concept, operations, and reality together. First, UTS is mainly 

framed through carbon emissions, air pollution, safety (quantitatively), 

motorised transport, and traffic- and capacity-related concerns. In other 
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words, UTS is narrowly conceptualised in policy-making and planning. For the 

most part, the identified alternative framings are equally narrow and tend to 

focus on the politically heated car traffic regulation, either through fossil fuels, 

electrification, or spatial redistribution. Broader and more diverse framings 

for UTS are largely missing, and the debates are oriented towards the 

problematic car, making it difficult to navigate around the political cul-de-sac. 

Such examples could, for example, place vulnerability, diversity, and the 

carless population as the starting point of conceptualisation and benefit the 

operationalisation process through the introduction of different foci and 

paired measures. Second, while public participation has increased and 

expanded in practice, problems persist in the inclusion of diversity, minorities, 

and the most vulnerable groups in decision-making, as well as capturing such 

social and qualitative aspects in monitoring with the required sensitivity. 

Knowledge of social equity and vulnerability is thus marginalised and 

addressed in a limited manner throughout a self-enforcing policy cycle of 

narrow sustainability framings that excludes some vital aspects of the 

comprehensive paradigm. Simultaneously, the importance of social aspects 

and existence of vulnerability are detected to be present in citizen realities. 

Third, political leadership is key to local applications of UTS, and it can 

either advance or hinder the realisation of UTS during the operationalisation 

phase. Politicians (alongside influential advocacy groups, particularly the pro-

car movement) can act as policy entrepreneurs for progressive sustainability 

measures or for maintaining the status quo. Both options are linked to public 

support and voters by either implementing novel UTS policies and measures 

that are suspected to be enjoyed by the majority (and visible in the next 

election as increased support for the parties in question), or by not 

implementing novel UTS policies and measures due to fear of public 

discontent (and the resulting loss of votes in the next election). According to 

the Oslo case material, the increased public support is linked to better 

accounting for social and qualitative aspects of sustainability and concrete 

measures that benefit a diverse group of citizens locally. Fourth, solution 

preparation and monitoring currently fail to comprehensively capture the tri-

dimensional UTS and unsuccessfully manage abundant data. Thus, starting 

from conceptualisation, the limited version of UTS that guides solution 

development and assessments (both in academia and practice) needs to be 

broadened. The limitations created by data availability and collection methods 

cannot automatically lead to diminished UTS coverage, as commonly 

displayed in assessment literature, but should lead to novel solutions to 

generate data, e.g., on qualitative aspects of sustainability and resulting 

knowledge on citizen experiences. For planners, the importance of political 

support and direction from established policy documents and strategies is key 

to increased UTS coverage in the solutions being prepared. For decision-

makers, integrated, accessible, and curated data on the impacts of the current 

transportation system is identified as an issue to be urgently addressed.  
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Lastly, and most importantly, a shift in thinking is slowly taking place in 

cities due to increased public and political awareness of climate change, 

liveability and attractiveness planning trends, the establishment of modal 

hierarchies, and the implementation of some successful car-regulating 

measures (in cases Oslo and Stockholm). However, for the most part, the 

framings and the reflective policies and measures still largely appear to occur 

within the historically car-oriented status quo, and lacking inclusion of a more 

diverse set of sustainability aspects beyond emissions. Diversity and 

sensitivity are thus urgently needed in practice (including academic 

assessments), so that knowledge gaps can be addressed regarding citizen 

behaviour and the coexisting sustainable mobility and vulnerability, and to 

thus not lose touch with the created urban contexts that represent citizen 

transportation realities. 

These perspectives describe and explain how UTS is conceptualised and 

operationalised, and how this affects the implemented urban contexts. 

Importantly, the findings identify not only what is perceived as central in 

current practices and what kind of realities those framings yield, but what is 

excluded from the processes and what implications those blind spots have. 

Prior to this thesis, such integrative, explorative, and above all critical 

perspectives on UTS policy-making and planning beyond the established 

policies have not been presented. Linking the conceptualisation, 

operationalisation, and realisation together with multiple viewpoints enabled 

me to identify novel connections and implications related to the urban 

transportation sector and the sought-after sustainability transitions within 

that system. The alarming lack of qualitative understanding of transportation 

policies related to framings and real-word policy-making that account for the 

explanatory background throughout the transportation research field acted as 

a major motivator in this thesis, and the results directly contribute to the 

outlined gap in knowledge. 

  

Based on the empirical findings of this thesis, I argue that sustainability is 

currently mainly framed and advanced within the existing system and the car-

favouring status quo (in academic assessments, and in the Nordic case cities). 

This means that UTS continues to largely represent the traditional car-

oriented and technical transportation system in practice, instead of one 

advocated for by the sustainable mobility paradigm. As UTS assessments 

across academia and UTS policies across cities namely label themselves as 

something “sustainable”, the original purpose of the paradigm is disregarded 

and redefined. When UTS is limitedly conceptualised – either politically or 

academically through assessments – it possibly cannot result in 

comprehensive operationalisations nor realisations that follow the established 

path. Thus, the realisations do not represent sustainability as a whole, and the 

assessment results are inconclusive regarding sustainability. Connecting the 

concept to a real-life context has not been prominently addressed in academia 

nor practice, which has allowed the vicious cycle to enforce itself. 
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Against this bleak background, I, however, argue that deeper changes are 

nonetheless possible and currently taking place, as some findings of this thesis 

signal. First, the subsample of exemplary assessments in Paper I demonstrates 

the possibility to comprehensively evaluate UTS alongside the willingness to 

do so. Second, case Oslo sets an example in political leadership, innovative 

framings, learning by doing, and trusting that the public wants change in 

return for their votes and resources. Third, the general decrease in acquired 

driver’s licences, increased global awareness of sustainability, and the 

established modal hierarchies and some adhering and enforcing measures 

signal an emerging shift in thinking and in practice. Furthermore, liveability, 

attractiveness, and people-oriented approaches as emerging trends in 

transportation planning across all case cities in the Nordics (and elsewhere 

across Europe in particular) suggests a larger change in urban planning and 

policy-making. Additionally, the ongoing momentum to develop walking, 

cycling, and PT infrastructure and services in the Nordics is evident. 

Simultaneously, the identification of e.g., car travel, spatial distribution, social 

exclusion, and data coverage and management as challenges unanimously in 

the case cities suggests that these issues also require addressing and policy 

solutions. With many solutions already introduced or in preparation, the local 

urban transportation systems are inescapably changing, albeit at times slowly 

due to political resistance or with a focus on emissions for now. 

 

In conclusion, comprehensive UTS transitions are currently non-existent, 

even if the large body of research on evaluations alongside locally established 

policies and measures may suggest otherwise. However, partial transitions are 

taking place and transforming the realities of the case cities. Windows of 

opportunity and change are slow in opening and require building up on the 

previous triumphs in reimagining urban transportation systems. Both 

academics and practitioners must view these processes critically, and 

preferably in collaboration, to expose persisting root causes for resistance and 

the fundamental lack of comprehensive conceptualisation, operationalisation, 

and realisation of UTS to continue to develop local applications and yield 

transitions that fulfil the purpose of sustainability.
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